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ABSTRACT 
Aprilia Nurjanah. 2019. An Analysis of Modality in Editorial of The Jakarta Post 
on People Power Issue (A Study of Systemic Functional Linguistics), Thesis: 
English Letters Study Program, Cultures and Languages Faculty, The State 
Islamic Institute of Surakarta 
Advisor : Nur Asiyah S.S., M.A. 
Key Words : Types of Modality, Value of Modality, The Jakarta Post,   
People Power Issue 
 This research aims at describing the interpersonal meaning of modality of 
editorial in The Jakarta Post on the people power issue. There are two things that 
are further described, namely the types of modality in the editorial of The Jakarta 
Post reporting on people power and the values of modality in the editorial of The 
Jakarta Post reporting on people power. 
 The method used in this research is a qualitative method. The data in this 
research are all the clauses in the editorial reporting of The Jakarta Post issue of 
people power from April to May 2019 which contained modalities. Data in the 
form of clause text were analyzed with Halliday and Matthiessen's (2014) 
modality theory, type and value of modality. Furthermore, the data analysis 
technique used in studying and interpreting data is the data analysis technique of 
Miles & Huberman (1994: 10-12). 
 The results of this study indicate that: (1) the type of modality used in 
The Jakarta Post's editorial is modalization and modulation. From the type of 
modalization, 14 data (41%) were found, including 13 data probabilities and 1 
datum usuality. Furthermore, the modulatioan type found 20 data (59%) including 
obligation 13 data and inclination 7 data. With the dominant modulation (59%), 
this implies that in interpersonal communication The Jakarta Post editorial author 
tend to demanding in the form of desires and giving in the form suggestions and 
expectations to the editorial reader, not only limited to giving information. (2) The 
value of modality used in The Jakarta Post's editorial is high, median and low. 
From the value of modality found as high as 8 data (23%), median 20 data (59%) 
and low 6 data (18%). The dominant value of modality is the median. With the 
dominance of the median, it implies that the author in the interpersonal meaning 
considers the reader to be equal and tends to be friendly. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 This chapter provides the description of the background of the study 
followed by the limitation of the study. The problem formulation of the study is 
also described as well as the objectives and the benefits of the study. Lastly, the 
key terms for this research are described briefly.  
A. Background of the Study 
Systemic Functional Linguistic is the theory of Halliday‘s findings 
that examine the use of language (text) with context (social and cultural). 
Halliday and Mattheissen (2014: 47) viewed language as a social context 
that includes elements of situation, culture, and ideology. When two 
people use language to interact, one thing they do is do something between 
them (Halliday and Mattheissen, 2014: 3). For example, is a news author 
in an editorial discourse in addition to telling an issue, also to express the 
author's point of view on an issue, or to influence the reader about a news 
issue. Furthermore, in a discourse news includes language as functional 
and language practically. Functionally the language is used to convey 
ideas, feelings, or statements that can be understood based on agreement 
between social groups. Whereas, the practically language is used to build 
social relations between participants in a text. 
A discourse according to Halliday & Matthiessen, (2014: 30) 
contains three metafunctions. The metafunction is interpersonal meaning, 
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ideational meaning and textual meaning. The three metafunctions are 
closely related to the three aspects of the situation context in a discourse. 
Field is related to ideational meaning, tenor describes interpersonal 
meaning, while mode expresses textual meaning in discourse. A very close 
relationship in the context of the situation can realize the cultural context 
in a discourse. This cultural context is called genre. In interpersonal 
metafunction, the power variable shows a balanced or unbalanced position 
between participants in an interaction; the position is called status. To see 
the status between participants in a text discourse that needs to be seen, 
namely grammatical construction of the clause grammatical used; 
declarative, interrogative, or imperative constructs associated with the 
genre of the text in question. In addition to these constructions, the 
modality system can also be used as a grammatical feature that can show 
alignment and misalignment. 
Halliday and Matthiessen (2014: 75) stated that modalities are 
speaker‘s research on the probabilities involved in what is said. Modality 
is a statement in a sentence that expresses the speaker‘s attitude towards 
the matter being discussed. By using certain modal phrases, the author or 
speaker can position himself when communicating with listeners or 
speakers, tenor aspects such as intimacy, politeness, formality and power 
relations between the speaker or writer and the listener or reader and the 
level of desire indicated by the listener for negotiations can be made a 
variety. 
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In this research, the researcher used The Jakarta Post editorial to 
address the people power issue raised by Amin Rais. The issue of people 
power has been uproar because it was brought up by a professor and senior 
politician who was also a 1998 reform figure in Indonesia. People power is 
an issue raised in addressing the contestation of the 2019 presidential 
election. In this presidential election the KPU has conducted a vote count 
with the provisional results of the presidential candidate 01 compared to 
the presidential candidate 02. Amin Rais as one of the supporters of the 
presidential candidate 02 saw indications of defeat and the issue of 
indications of fraud made the term people power. People power textually 
is different with people power contextually. Textually, people power is a 
people's movement, or people's power in a movement. Contextually, 
people power is a movement or power of the people that is legal and does 
not violate the law. The perception of Amin Rais‘s statement is certainly 
very diverse. That is because understanding people power and reality on 
the ground that the 2019 presidential election is quite tense. 
For example is below:  
Type of modality 
1) Datum 14 (Clause 17) especially because Prabowo and his supporters 
have persistently been claiming victory and crying foul of widespread 
cheating. 
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especially 
because 
Prabowo 
and his 
supporters 
have  persistent
ly 
been claiming victory 
and crying foul 
of widespread 
cheating. 
 S F Adjunct F C 
 
The above clause is the usuality of modality that is because in its 
arrangement, the adjunct used is ―persistently‖ which has the same 
meaning as ―always‖. The above clause tells us that Prabowo‘s 
supporters claimed victory persistently. 
Value of Modality 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
especially because Prabowo and his supporters have persistently been 
claiming victory and crying foul of widespread cheating. 
The above clause has a high modality because it uses adjunct 
―persistently‖. That's because the necessity in the form of habits. This 
supposed 
positive 
negative 
It is 
It isn‘t 
certainly 
probably 
possibly 
always 
usuality 
sometimes 
[probability] [usuality] 
MODALIZATION 
Do! 
Don‘t! 
required 
allowed 
determined 
keen 
willing 
[obligation] [inclination] 
MODULATION 
must do 
will do 
may do 
 
It must be 
It will be 
It may be 
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research aims to see the responses of The Jakarta Post through 
editorials on the issue of people power. How is the presentation of the 
news conveyed to the reader. In delivering the news, The Jakarta Post 
uses the type of modality that is and it becomes a description for the 
reader. It is the modality that requires a "yes and no" answer, 
probabilities that are close to the possibility, or does the need for "yes 
and no" come in sometimes. Modulation that has an obligation 
indicator is a tendency in the form of an order or inclination indicator 
in the form of an offer given to the first person. Furthermore, viewed 
from the value of modality, how information about the issue of people 
power is conveyed to the reader at the level or value of high, medium 
or low word classes. This research aims to see the responses of The 
Jakarta Post through editorials on the issue of people power. How is 
the presentation of the news conveyed to the reader. In delivering the 
news, The Jakarta Post uses the type of modality that is and it becomes 
a description for the reader.  It is the modality that requires a "yes and 
no" answer, probabilities that are close to the possibility, or does the 
need for "yes and no" come in sometimes. Modulation that has an 
obligation indicator is a tendency in the form of an order or inclination 
indicator in the form of an offer given to the first person. Furthermore, 
viewed from the value of modality, how information about the issue of 
people power is conveyed to the reader at the level or value of high, 
medium or low word classes. From the description about the modality 
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above, this research is entitled An Analysis of Modality in Editorial 
of The Jakarta Post on People Power Issue, with Systemic 
Functional Linguistics approach.  
B. Limitation of the Problem 
This research focuses on the type and value of the modality of 
editorial reporting in The Jakarta Post on the issue of people power. In this 
research focuses on the type of modality and the value of modality 
editorial reporting in The Jakarta Post on the issue of people power. In the 
type of modality analyzed according to function in the clause of finite, 
adjunct, certain predicators fall into the categories of modalization 
(probably or usuality) and modulation (obligation or inclination). Whereas 
in analyzing the value of modality, seeing from the modality category is 
included in any meaning. The reporting period of the Jakarta Post is the 
people power issue used in this research is the reporting period in May 
2019. 
C. Formulation of the Problem 
Based on the background of study, several problems can be 
formulated as follows:  
1. What are the types of modality in the editorial of The Jakarta Post 
reporting on people power? 
2. How are the values of modality of the editorial of The Jakarta Post 
reporting on people power? 
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D. Objectives of the Study 
1. To explain the types of modality in the editorial of The Jakarta Post 
reporting on people power. 
2. To describe the values of modality in the editorial of The Jakarta Post 
reporting on people power. 
E. Benefit of the Study 
This thesis has some benefits that can be used to study. They are: 
1. Theoretical benefits 
a. Giving additional knowledge for students of English Letters 
Department in linguistic field especially about Systemic Functional 
Language. 
b. Adding references to the students or scholars that would conduct 
the research about Systemic Functional Linguistic.  
2. Practical benefits 
a. Providing references material for linguistic students or linguistic 
researches in conducting research  on Systemic Functional 
Linguistics in online newspaper. 
b. Giving contribution of students of IAIN Surakarta especially 
English Letters to produce better macro analysis research. 
F. Definition of Key Terms 
1. Systemic Functional Linguistic is the theory of Halliday‘s findings that 
examine the use of language (text) with context (social and cultural). 
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2. Metafunction Analysis means analysis of ideational meanings, 
interpersonal meanings, and textual meanings. (Halliday & 
Matthiessen, 2014: 30). 
3. Modality is intermediate degrees, between the positive and negative 
poles. ( Halliday and Matthiessen, 2014: 172) 
4. Types of modality are probability, usuality, obligation and inclination. 
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014: 691) 
5. Values of modality are high, median and low. (Halliday & 
Matthiessen, 2014: 692) 
6. The Jakarta Post is an English-language daily newspaper in Indonesia. 
7. Editorial is about an article in a newspaper that reveals the 
establishment of the editor or head of the newspaper on several issues. 
(kbbi.web.id) 
  
 
 CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
The second chapter of this research consists of the review on related literature 
used to conduct the research. This chapter is provided in two sub-chapters namely 
theoretical description and the previous related studies.  
A. Theoretical Description 
1. Systemic Functional Linguistics 
Systemic Functional Linguistics was first introduced by Michael 
Alexander Kirkwood Halliday (M.A.K. Halliday) in the 1960s. 
Systemic Functional Linguistics or often called SFL examines the use 
of language in certain social functions and backgrounds. This SFL 
theory focuses on text and context. SFL has two main aspects namely 
―systemic‖ and ―functional‖. Systemic refers to the choice system 
while functional means that language is in the context of use and that 
forms of language carry out functions. Stated that ―it is functional in 
the sense that it is designed to account for how language is used.‖ Then 
it deals with systems, Also stated ―systemic theory is a theory of 
meaning as choices, by which a language, or any other semiotic 
system.‖ (J.R. Martin et.al, 1997: 1-3) 
Within the scope of the SFL, there is a fundamental component of 
meaning called metafunction. According Halliday & Matthiessen, 
(2014: 30), functional components are ideational meanings (logical and 
experience), interpersonal meanings and textual meanings. Systemic 
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Functional Linguistics mainly deals with the choices provided by 
grammar for speakers and writers. These choices relate the intention of 
the speaker and writer to the concrete form of a language. Traditionally 
these choices are seen in terms of the content or structure of the 
language used. In SFL, languages are analyzed in three different ways, 
or strata: semantics, phonology, and lexicogrammar. SFL presents the 
appearance of language in terms of structure (grammar) and words 
(lexis). The term ―lexicogrammar‖ describes this combined approach. 
2. Metafunction 
According to Halliday & Matthiessen, (2014: 30), all languages 
involve three general functions, or metafunctions: one interpreting 
experience (meaning about the external and inner world); someone 
imposes social relations (meaning importance on interpersonal 
relationships), and one intertwines with these two functions to make 
text (words). Later, Halliday developed four metafunctions, three of 
which appeared in the clause column except the last metafunction, 
because they are not contained in clauses but in clauses that are linked 
together by logicosemantic relationships to form sequences (Halliday 
and Matthiessen, 2004: 61). Other terms in general metafunction are 
ideational, interpersonal and textual. Where ideational meaning is the 
use of language as an expression of ideas, interpersonal meaning is the 
use of language as means of connecting human relations, and textual 
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meaning is the use of language to have a significant idea organization 
and oral and written medium to convey the messages.  
The four metafunction are as follows: 
Table 1.1 Metafunction and their reflexes in the grammar 
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014:33). 
Metafunction 
(Technical 
name) 
Definition 
(Kind of 
meaning) 
Corresponding 
status in clause 
Favoured type 
of structure 
Ideational Construing a 
model of 
experience 
Clause as 
representation 
Segmental 
(based on 
constituency) 
 
Interpersonal Enacting social 
relationships 
Clause as 
exchange 
Prosodic 
Textual Creating 
relevance to 
context 
Clause as 
message 
Culminative 
 
 
a. Ideational Metafunction 
Ideational meaning is realized in language through 
transitive system grammar. The main element of the transitive 
system is the process of events (or everything that happens), 
participants (people, places or objects involved in the process) 
and the atmosphere of the event (place, time, method, causes 
and so on) associated with that process. The compliant 
ideational functions of Halliday and Matthiessen (2014: 30) are 
part of language as an expression of experience, both what is in 
the outside world around us and in the world of our own 
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consciousness. Halliday and Matthiessen (2014: 25) state that 
―the grammar of language is a theory of experience‖. 
Thus, ideational meaning is a message representation of the 
text. One unit of experience that is perfectly realized in a clause 
consists of three elements, namely process, participant, and 
circumtance. The process shows the activities that occur in 
clauses which according to traditional and formal grammar are 
called verbs. Participants are limited as people or objects 
involved in the process. Circumstance is an environment where 
processes involving participants occur (Halliday and 
Matthiessen, 2014: 30). The essence of one experience is the 
process. 
This is said because the process determines the number and 
categories of participants (Halliday and Mathiessen, 2014: 54). 
The process also determines the circumference indirectly with 
the level of probability; for example, material and mental 
processes each appear more frequently with the location and 
method. 
The Ideational Metafunction focuses on language and 
classification levels and representation clauses. The 
representation can be deciphered using system transparency. 
Transitivity focuses on three components namely; participants, 
process transitivity, and circumstance categories. Example: 
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I  Go  to IAIN Surakarta 
Participant 
actor 
Material process Goal Circumstanc
es 
 
 
 
b. Interpersonal Metafunction 
Interpersonal metafunction relates to the use of language to 
set up and maintain interaction between language users. 
Interpersonal functions form social relations, including 
interpretations of probability by speakers and the relevance of 
messages (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2014: 30). This function 
presents the meaning potential of the speaker as involved in the 
interaction process or as a speaker and listener or between the 
writer and the reader. At the level of grammatical interpretation 
the function clause is interpreted that the clause is formed from 
interactions in an event involving speakers or writers and 
listeners or readers. Halliday and Matthiessen (2014: 3) 
illustrate, when two people use language to interact, one thing 
they do is do a relationship between them. 
Interpersonal metafunction includes 3 categories that can be 
described in a study. The categories in question are, the mood 
system, modality and pronoun. Interpersonal metafunction can 
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see the author‘s ideology in a news that has been published. 
The ideology appears to find out how the reader is positioned 
in a news context (writing). 
Tension is understandably simmering  ahead 
of May 
22, 
Subject Fin
ite 
Mood adjunct predicator Adjunct  
c. Textual Metafunction 
Textual metafunction relates to how language operates to 
create a whole, continuous, cohesive and coherent discourse 
(Halliday and Matthiessen, 2014: 31). The textual function 
realizes how language users (both verbally and in writing) 
describe the message to be delivered in a continuous manner. In 
this textual function allows speakers or writers to build text that 
leads to ongoing language events.  
The textual metafunction of language is the interpretation 
of language in a message. In it can be seen whether a message 
(clause) falls into the rheme or theme category. These two 
categories can be used as material for textual metafunction 
research. With the textual metafunction model it can be seen 
which the theme in a message (writing) is. Example: 
My aunt has been given that handbag by her friend 
Theme Rheme 
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3. Modality 
According to Halliday & Matthiessen, (2014: 686), modality refers 
to the areas of meaning that lies between yes and no, the intermediate 
ground between positive and negative polarity. Modality can be used 
to understand the speaker‘s position, emotion, affirmation and attitude 
towards his will, revealing the speaker‘s estimation and uncertainty to 
the recognition of things. At least there are some system of network of 
modality which include as in the table below: 
System Network of Modality 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MODALITY 
TYPE 
modalization 
modulation 
probability 
usuality 
obligation 
inclination 
ORIENTATION 
subjective 
objective 
explicit 
implicit 
VALUE 
median 
outer 
high 
low 
POLARITY 
positive 
negative 
direct 
transferred 
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(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014:182) 
1) Type of Modality  
 Thus through the analysis of various types of modality, the 
speaker‘s interpersonal meaning could be better reflected in his speech. 
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014: 691). classified modality into two 
broad categories: Propositions (Modalization) and Proposals 
(Modulation). 
 
 
System of Types of Modality 
 
 
 
 
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014:691) 
(a) Propositions (Modalization) 
Halliday & Matthiessen, (2014: 692) presents that modalization 
involves the expression of two kinds of meaning:  
(1)  Probability: where the speaker expresses judgements as to the 
likelihood or probability of something happening or being; and  
(2) Usuality: where the speaker expresses judgements as to the 
frequency with which something happens or is.  
MODALITY 
TYPE 
(1) modalization 
(2) modulation 
(i) probability 
(ii) usuality 
(i) obligation 
(ii) inclination 
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There are two strategies for expressing modalization in a clause: 
a. through the use of modal Finites: e.g. must, should, will, can, 
could, may, might.  
b. through the use of Mood Adjuncts of either probability: e.g. 
certainly, surely, probably, maybe, perhaps, or usuality: e.g. 
always, often, usually, typically, sometimes.  
Both modal Finites and Mood Adjuncts can be classified 
according to the value of certainty or usuality they express: i.e. 
high (must, certainly, always), median (may, probably, usually) or 
low (might, possible, sometimes). 
Modalization can be expressed implicitly as an integral part of 
the clause, or explicitly by involving the use of grammatical 
(clause) choices to make meanings that could otherwise be made 
through single lexical terms. The orientation of the modalization 
can be stated subjectively by the speaker (e.g. I think) or 
objectively in an impersonal clause with it as Subject and the verb 
to be + adjective of modality (e.g. It is probable). 
(b) Proposals (Modulation) 
In a proposal, the meaning of the positive and negative poles is 
prescribing and proscribing: positive ―do it‖, negative ―don‘t do it‖. 
Here also there are two kinds of intermediate possibility, in this 
case depending on the speech function, whether command or offer.  
18 
 
 
 
(1) In a command, the intermediate points represent degrees of 
obligation: ―allowed to/supposed to/required to‖; 
(2)  In an offer, they represent degrees of inclination: ―willing 
to/anxious to/determined to‖. 
Halliday refers to the scales of obligation and inclination as 
modulation, to distinguish them from modality in the other sense, 
that which we are calling modalization.  
Modulation of obligation can be expressed in clause through: 
(1) the use of modal Finites expressing obligation: e.g. must, will, 
may, have to.  
(2) a be + -ed clause with personal Subject: e.g. You are allowed to 
get a degree.  
(3) an impersonal it + -ed clause: e.g. It is permitted that you get a 
degree.  
Modulation of inclination can be expressed in clause through:  
(1) a personal Subject + attitudinal adjective structure: e.g. I‘m 
willing/I‘m keen.  
(2) an impersonal structure with a dummy it as Subject and a 
nominalized mental process as head: e.g. It‘s a commitment.  
Proposals that are clearly positive or negative, as we 
have seen, are goods-&-services exchanges between speaker 
and hearer, in which the speaker is either (i) offering to do 
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something, (ii) requesting the listener to do something, or (iii) 
suggesting that they both do something. 
Table 1.2 Semantic realization of Modality 
(Martin, Matthiessen & Painter, 1997:70) 
Kind 
of 
modali
ty 
Congruent realization Metaphorical 
Realization 
Finite Adjunct 
(mood) 
Predicator Mental 
Clause 
 
Probab
ility 
can/c
ould 
may/
might
, 
will/
woul
d, 
possibl
y, 
probabl
y, 
certainl
y 
 I guess 
… I 
think 
… I 
know 
… 
It is possible 
… It is 
probable … 
It is certain 
… 
Usualit
y 
 someti
mes, 
usually, 
always 
  It is unusual 
(for him to 
leave) 
 
 
 
 
 
Kind 
of 
modali
ty 
Congruent realization Metaphorical 
Realization 
Finite Adjunct 
(mood) 
Predicator Mental 
Clause 
 
Obliga
tion 
shoul
d, 
ought 
to, 
must 
 Be 
allowed 
to, 
supposed 
to, be 
obliged to 
I‟m 
willing 
for … I 
expect 
… I 
want … 
(him to 
leave) 
 
It is 
permitted It 
is expected It 
is necessary 
(for him to 
leave) 
 
Inclina
tion 
  Be willing 
to, be keen 
to, be 
I‟d like 
to leave 
… I 
It‟d be lovely 
to leave … It 
is possible 
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determine
d to, Be 
able to 
want to 
leave 
… 
for him to 
leave 
 
2) Orientation of Modality 
Basic differences that determine how each tyoe of 
modality will be realized by orientation, namely the difference 
between subjective and objective, explicit and implicit 
modalities have been discussed in the previous probability. 
Orientation of Modality 
 
 
 
(Halliday and Matthiessen 2014: 692) 
The example from Halliday and Matthiessen (2014:692) are given 
below: 
 (1a) Subjective, explicit →as projecting mental clause + idea 
clause 
  I guess  we were a pretty pragmatic lot – including me.  
  Em, I suppose that made your pain worse, did it?  
  No I don’t think ‖‖ it was superficial for him; I suppose he did feel 
it but he didn‘t think enough for me; he felt too much.  
ORIENTATION 
subjective 
objective 
explicit 
implicit 
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  So I wrote a column back to the paper in which I said, ―I know I‘m 
not going to get invite to the wedding because the Grimaldis and 
the Buchwalds have been feuding for five hundred years!‖  
  (1b) Subjective, implicit → clause, Mood – as Finite: modal 
auxiliary 
  Tsai, who could be on the front line in possible talks with Beijing, 
may have been tapped for her experience in helping to negotiate 
Taiwan‘s bid to join the World Trade Organization.  
  Family background, fellow artists and friends may be glimpsed in 
amiable disguise.  
3) Modality of Value 
Halliday divided modality into three values: high, median 
and low. Every type of modality has those three values. The detail 
can be found at the tables below. 
 
 
 
Table 1.3 Three values of modality Halliday & 
Matthiessen, (2014: 694).  
 Probability Usuality Obligation Inclination 
High Certain  Always Required Determined 
Median Probably Usually Supposed Keen 
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Low Possible Sometimes Allowed Willing 
 
Table 1.4 Semantic distinction of modal verbs according to 
their value (adapted from Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014: 696). 
High Must, ought to, need, has/had to 
Median Will, would, shall, should 
Low May, mighty, can, could 
Besides both of tables above, to know the value of 
modality, there is diagram that explains in detail the position of 
value and function of the meaning. Furthermore, it will get the 
point in a whole and detail. 
Diagram Showing Relation of Modality 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014: 696) 
4) Polarity of Modality 
Polarity is a contradiction between positive (do it!) and 
negative (don‘t do it!)  
supposed 
Do! 
Don‘t! 
required 
allowed 
determined 
keen 
willing 
[obligation] [inclination] 
MODULATION 
must do 
will do 
may do 
 
probably 
It is 
It isn‘t 
certainly 
possibly 
always 
usuality 
sometimes 
[probability] [usuality] 
MODALIZATION 
It must be 
It will be 
It may be 
 
positive 
negative 
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Polarity of Modality 
 
 
 
(Halliday and Matthiessen 2014: 692) 
The example of polarity: 
 Direct negative Transferred negative 
(median) 
(high) 
(low) 
I think Mary doesn‘t know 
I know Mary doesn‘t know 
I imagine Mary doesn‘t 
know 
I don‘t think Mary knows 
I can‘t imagine Mary knows 
I don‘t know that Mary 
knows 
4. The History of the Jakarta Post 
The Jakarta Post is an English-language daily mass media in 
Indonesia. The Jakarta Post was born because of the services of the 
minister of information, Ali Murtopo. This newspaper first appeared 
on April 25, 1983. Like the early mass media in general, The Jakarta 
Post also lived in its early years due to several advertisements. After 
that The Jakarta Post began to develop into one of the mainstay 
newspapers in the land of Indonesia. In 1991, there was a change of 
editorial head, which made the latest editorial head more pro-
democracy. After that in 1997 when the monetary crisis occurred in 
Indonesia, The Jakarta Post experienced the impact of the crisis. At 
that time The Jakarta Post had a cycle of 40,000 copies, a figure that 
was quite a lot at that time.  
POLARITY 
positive 
negative 
direct 
transferred 
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In the digital era, The Jakarta Post also published a portal-based 
online portal in 2016. The web pages are made more interactive and 
very diverse. In addition to news in the newspaper, the online 
newspaper version also includes coverage that is only available on the 
internet. In 2018, The Jakarta Post began implementing a pay wall 
system on its webpage. That was due to increase the number of online 
newspaper customers. Customers can also read news premium or not 
premium. Many awards have been obtained by The Jakarta Post. In 
2006 received an award as a newspaper that holds the ethics of 
journalism and standards.(https://www.amazon.com/Reporting-
Indonesia-Jakarta-Story-1983-2008/dp/979378069X, accessed on June 
25 2019) 
5. Editorial 
Editorial is material that is signed or not, which is published 
permanently in the same place, usually in the editorial section from 
one issue to the next. According to Ashadi Siregar & I Made Suarjana 
(1995: 40), editorials are opinion articles that quality on interpretation, 
use propositions, and involve the macro level of an event, as well as 
phenomena / realities arranged. Editorial discourse is used to express 
the opinion / opinion of the media concerned about a problem that 
occurred. Often in a column the editorial offers a solution, answer or 
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solution to the problem, accompanied by an explanation, argument and 
reason. Then through editoriala media shows his attitude. 
Further it is said that a good editorial is an editorial that can 
communicate an idea effectively. In editorial editors do not need to 
explain of an event or problem in detail because the reader already 
knows but the author can add the latest information to further 
strengthen his argument. The caregiver of the editorial opinion column 
is the editor. This editorial consists of editors whose job is the same as 
an editor's, namely planning and directing publishing, newspapers, 
magazines, and books (Sugihastuti, 2006: 1). Editorial must be 
concise, thus the structure and path of the argument must be arranged 
neatly, in order and clear. Editorial mounted as the title or printed 
typographically in such a way that is clearly read by the reader. 
There are three types of editorials according to Hillier Krieghbaum 
(in Don Michael Flournoy translated by Akhmadsyah Naina, 128-131): 
1. Argumentative is editorial that defends a certain view. Arranged to 
invite or lead the reader in the direction of the mind desired by the 
editor. 
2. Informative is the editor's attempt to give the reader background 
information about a particular thing or problem. 
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3. Miscellaneous is a header that tries to entertain the reader whose 
function is to lighten the page header. 
If you look at the information from the editorial and its type, the role 
of the editor is very vital because the editor's role in the editorial to edit 
the news found in the field into a decent article. 
B. Previous Related Study 
The researcher has found previous study that is relevant with this 
research. The previous study is used to prove about the originality of this 
research. The first research is thesis entitled: A Discourse Analysis of The 
Interpersonal Meaning in William Wordsworth‘s Poem ―An Evening 
Walk‖ Published in 1793 by Kiki Permata Sari (2013). In her thesis, Sari 
examine about the interpersonal meaning as a tenor and mood system, also 
pedagogical implication which is existed in the William Wordsworth‘s 
Poem ―An Evening Walk‖. Interpersonal meanings in the poem are 
realized through Tenor and Mood. The writer identifies the tenor into 3 
lines of parallel or equal analysis, 13 lines of familiar contact power 
analysis, and 7 lines of affect analysis that is concluded as high. Mood 
system consists of the mood element and residue. The results of this study 
give pedagogical implication as well. First, the students are supposed to be 
able to describe how tenor is realized and analyze Mood and Residue 
element. Second, working on interpersonal meaning, exploring its element 
and function will give an over view to the students on how the text is built 
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and how it works. For English teacher, this study can be used as a 
reference to teach interpersonal meaning in class. Besides, mastering 
Mood system and tenor realization will give such a guidance to choose 
appropriate learning materials for the students.  
The second research is the international journal of social sciences 
entitled: Analysis of Interpersonal Metafunction in Public Speeches: A 
Case Study Of Nelson Mandela‘s Presidential Inauguration Speech by 
Shakila Nur (2015). This analysis is about Nelson Mandela's inauguration 
speech on May 10, 1994 in Pretoria. Nur Tries from the University of 
North Sumatra conceptualized research on interpersonal metafunction in 
the Systemic Functional Grammar frame (a theory from Halliday). This 
analysis uses the instrument mood, modality and pronoun approaches. 
These findings reveal that Mandela's speech can reach his listeners. He 
uses context factors about daily needs and economic conditions. The 
speech was able to fulfill its political objectives and interpersonal 
meaning. 
The third research is a thesis entitled Interpersonal Feature 
Discourse Analysis in ESL and JSL Textbooks by Yukina Takahira 
(2014). In her analysis, Takahira revealed the context, mode and 
proficiency in English and Japanese have an impact on the different 
interpersonal relationships between the interlocutors in the material of the 
upper level ESL and JSL textbooks. The approach used in the analysis is 
mood and pronoun in the Systemic Linguistic Functional framework. The 
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analysis results that linguistic choices are influenced by the context, mode, 
and proficiency of the target language during interaction. 
From the three journals above there are gaps that have not been 
studied by the researchers above. The gap found is to analyze the mood 
and modality systems in a newspaper that is routinely written by 
journalists (editors). With this research, the ideology of news author will 
be elaborated on an issue that is within the scope of the mood and 
modality systems. Although this research represents the ideology of the 
writer, the ideology that appears is still in one frame system mood and 
modality. Researchers do not come out of the frame with the aim to focus 
the research. 
  
 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGI 
A. Research Method 
In analyzing the editorial of The Jakarta Post, the researcher will 
use a descriptive and qualitative research method with analysis as the 
research design. Krippendrorf (2004: 87) believed that content analysis is 
included in qualitative research because it depends on reading or 
interpreting a text that is fundamentally a qualitative process. In this 
qualitative research, numbers and percentages are used to interpret 
hypotheses. The important steps that need to be followed to achieve the 
best effective research results are research design, data sources, data 
collection, and data analysis. 
B. Data and Data Source 
Data is most important part in this research. According to Moleong 
( 2004: 157), the main data sources in qualitative research are words and 
actions. In this research, data is the information for drawing the problem 
and the solutions in research. The data in this analysis is a clause in The 
Jakarta Post editorial on the issue of people power.  
The data in this research are clauses in The Jakarta Post‘s editorial 
on the issue of people power. The data analyzed are in the form of three 
reports on the issue of people power. The first is the Jakarta / Friday 
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edition, May 10, 2019 with the headline Handling Protest with Care which 
is accessed on 25 May 2019 at 16:30 WIB with the online address 
https://www.thejakartapost.com/academia/2019/05/10/handling- protest-
with-care.html. The second news is the Jakarta / Wednesday, May 22, 
2019 edition with the headline ―It‘s a wrap‖ which is accessed on May 26, 
2019 at 10.30 WIB with the online address 
https://www.thejakartapost.com/academia/2019/05/22/its -a-wrap.html.  
The third issue of coverage is the Jakarta / Saturday edition, April 20, 
2019 with the headline ―Respect Electoral Process‖ which is accessed on 
May 26, 2019 at 20.30 WIB at the online address 
https://www.thejakartapost.com/academia/2019/04/20 /respect-electoral-
process.html. The fourth issue of coverage is the Jakarta / Friday edition, 
Mei 24, 2019 with the headline ―Slow days for netizens‖ which is 
accessed on May 29, 2019 at 14.30 WIB at the online address 
https://www.thejakartapost.com/academia/2019/05/24/slow-days-for-
netizens.html 
C. Research Instrument 
The main instrument of this research is the researcher. Data 
consisting of clauses can only be obtained by researcher through direct 
involvement with the news texts by reading and understanding them. The 
natural seeker knows more data collection depends on her as a data 
collection tool. The researcher as the main instrument has the flexibility to 
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determine which data is wanted or the right one to use. She can always 
assess the situation and be able to make decisions. Furthermore, the 
researcher as the main instrument plays a role in making decisions. The 
researcher as the main instrument has the role to choose and decide which 
data is used to be appointed as research data (Moleong 2004:21). 
In order for the researcher to act as effective data collection 
instruments, (1) the researcher equips himself with extensive knowledge 
and insights related to the clause grammatical issues in the newspaper, (2) 
the researcher uses computer assisting instruments to process data in 
document files ranging from typing, storing, classifying, and coding. 
D. Method of Collecting Data 
Data collection techniques used in this researchis actions that are 
not disturbing. This is one of the data collection techniques that can be 
used in qualitative studies. Gray (2004: 263) explained ―this technique 
involves the use of non-reactive sources, regardless of the existence of the 
researcher, and includes documentary evidence, physical evidence and 
archive analysis‖. In collecting data, the researcher reads the text to get a 
full understanding of the news in the newspaper, and then the researcher 
collected data in the form of clauses and identified types and value of 
modality. 
E. Data Analysis 
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Based on Miles & Huberman (1994:10-12) qualitative data 
analysis method in analyzing this research, the researcher will arrange the 
data in three concurrent flows of activity: (1) Data reduction, (2) Data 
display, and (3) Conclusion drawing/verification.  
1. Data Reduction, Data Reductionis a form of analysis that sharpens, 
sorts, focuses, discards, and organizes data in such a way that final 
conclusions can be drawn and verified. Qualitative data can be 
transformed in many ways: through selection, through summary or 
paraphrase, through being subsumed in a larger pattern, and so on 
(Miles & Huberman, 1994:10). In this research, the researcherwould not 
do data condensation since all the data were used in the analysis. 
2. Data Display. According to Miles & Huberman (1994:11), looking at 
display helps us understand what is happening and to do something – 
either analyze further or take action based on that understanding. 
Therefore, the researcher will display the data in the table below. 
Table 1.5 Data Analysis Table 
No Code Data 
Types of Modality 
Value of 
Modality 
Modalization Modulation 
H M L 
Prob Usual Obli Incli 
1 TV.01 when the General 
Elections 
Commission (KPU) 
will announce the 
result of the April 
17 polls, 
V     V  
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2 TV.02 Furthermore, the 
government‘s 
penchant for 
restrictions will not 
only silence the 
opposition but also 
endanger the 
nascent democracy. 
V     V  
Total        
 
 
Notes: 
Prob : Probability 
Usual : Usuality  
Obli : Obligation 
Incli : Inclination 
H : high  
M : median  
L : low 
Code: TV.01  
      Data number  
Type and Value of Modality 
3. Drawing and Verifying Conclusions. According to Miles & Huberman 
(1994:11)The researcher then will draw and verify conclusions based 
on the findings from the data analysis in data condensation and data 
display activity. 
The steps in analysing the data are as follows:  
1. Reading the Editorial The Jakarta Post on people power issue.  
2. Dividing the Editorial The Jakarta Post on people power issueinto 
words, phrases, clauses, and sentences. 
3. Numbering the data in which, the clauses. 
4. Identifyingthe Modality in clauses. 
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5. Classifying the clauses based on the order of the element that construct 
Modality. 
6. Displaying the data into the tables. 
7. The first problem in this research is done by analyzing the clauses 
based on the element of Modality based on Halliday‘s theory. 
8. The second and third problem in this research is done based on the 
analysis of Modality. 
9. Drawing and verifying conclusion. 
F. Trustworthiness of data 
In research requires data validation to assess whether the data can be 
used as research material. Without validation, the data have doubts and 
cannot be processed into the next research step. This study takes The 
Jakarta Post‘s editorial on the issue of people power as data. According to 
Moleong (2004: 173) ―Trustworthiness of a research can be gained by 
conducting credibility, dependability, transferability, and conformability‖. 
Credibility requires tracking in order to achieve a level of data trust, 
dependability requires other instruments to measure data, and 
transferability has the same context of speaker and listener that can change 
from a fit of objectivity-subjectivity to valid data. 
The validity data check technique used in this research is a 
triangulation technique. According to Moleong (2004: 330) that 
triangulation is an authentication technique used to verify data using 
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something else outside the data for data checks. Moleong distinguished 
four types of triangulation as an examination technique that utilizes the use 
of source, method, investigator and theory.  
In this research, researcher used a method for verifying data 
identification techniques. According to Moleong (2004: 330), there was an 
attempt to check the validity of the data or to check the validity of the 
research. In the checking and rechecking of the research, researcher used 
the check degree of reliability for data collection research strategy. To 
check and validate the degree of reliability of result, the researcher 
requested to the expert, Mr. Vilya Lakstian Catra Mulia, M.Hum. as the 
linguist and lecturer in IAIN Surakarta.  
The data validation process in this research is a content table of 
value of modality  that researcher has made then given to the lecturer. In 
the validation the modality data is written bold. Then the lecturer validates 
the data with the theory used by the researcher. In the first stage of 
validation, In preliminary data found by researcher as many as 26 data 
from 100 clauses. After being validated, the clause that was originally 100 
was broken down into 111 by the lecturer. From 111 clauses found 30 
modality data. The data was judged to be lacking by researcher, then 
researcher added editorial news from The Jakarta Post with the issue of 
people power. After all was collected, the researcher found 150 clauses 
and 37 modalities. In the second stage of validation after checking by the 
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validator, 34 data are valid. Thus, in this research there were 34 data 
included in the analysis of the type and value of modality categories. 
 
 
  
 
CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, the researcher presents the main point of the data findings 
of this research related used the modality by M.A.K Halliday and Matthiessen 
(2014).  The results are presented in the form of descriptions and are described in 
the form of discussions on The Jakarta Post people power issue. 
A. Findings 
In this section, the researcher explains the findings of types of 
modality and value of modality in The Jakarta Post‘s editorial with the 
issue of people power. Researcher founds 30 data included in the types and 
values of modality. In presenting findings, researcher starts from types of 
modality and then proceeds to the value of modality. Following are the 
findings from the modality analysis in the Jakarta Post editorial on people 
power issue: 
1. Types of Modality 
Modality is one way to find out the interpersonal meaning in 
The Jakarta Post's editorial analysis on the issue of people power. The 
type of modality that is found becomes the exposure of interpersonal 
meaning. The significance is known how close the Jakarta Post 
editorial author is to the readers of the newspaper. Thus, the type of 
modality becomes a tool to measure the closeness between personal 
(between author and editorial reader in the frame of people power 
issues). 
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Modality has two types, namely modalization and modulation. 
Modalization has two types of probability and usuality. Probability 
tends to predict something that will come in the category certainly, 
probably and possibly. While, usuality tends to be caused by always, 
usuality and sometimes. Modulation has two types, namely obligation 
and inclination. Obligation tends to be commands directed at the reader 
which include required, supposed and allowed. Inclination tends to 
have a goal directed to the reader including determined, keen and 
willing. 
Table 1.8 Types of Modality  
Editorial 1st, 2nd, and 3rd 
Modality  Modalization:   
 Probability 13 38% 
 Usuality 1 3% 
 Modulation:   
 Obligation 13 38% 
 Inclination 7 21% 
Total  34 100% 
In the table above, the dominant types of modality are 
modalization probability and modulation obligation with a percentage 
of 38%. The dominance of probability has an interpersonal meaning of 
closeness between the author and editorial reader of The Jakarta Post 
on the people power issue. The closeness was raised by the existence 
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of an editorial author providing information that is as far as the author's 
knowledge with the use of modalities in the form of ―it must be‖,‖it 
will be‖ or ―it may be‖. Some examples of modalities in the 
probability category found in the Jakarta post data on the issue of 
people power are will, would, can, and could. 
Whereas the dominance of the obligation of interpersonal 
meanings tends to be commands directed at pro Jokowi and pro 
Prabowo (as initiators of the issue of people power) with the portion of 
their respective problems in the political upheaval that occurred at that 
time. Some examples of modalities in the obligation category in The 
Jakarta Post data on the issue of people power are should and must. In 
the next sequence, it is divided between usuality and inclination. 
Inclination in the form of requests containing actions is 21%. Usuality 
is a habit that is done with a percentage of 3%. For example usuality is 
"persistent" and an example of inclination is "want to".  
The interpersonal meaning of the measuring instrument in the form 
of modality that falls into the category of modalization and modulation 
can be described like this. Modalization has the meaning of merely 
describing information to the reader without the importance behind the 
information and modulation tends to have an interest in the form of 
orders or suggestions in conveying information. Thus, if the total 
modalization of modality is 41% while the modulation of modality is 
59%. With the dominant modulation of modality, the Jakarta Post 
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editorial author in delivering the news has an interest behind the 
information conveyed. The interests are in the form of requests, 
invitations, suggestions, orders that aim to make the reader do the 
things that exist in the news. 
2. Value of Modality 
After knowing the type of modality, the next step is to look at the 
meaning of interpersonal using the value of modality tool. Value of 
modality aims to see how close the relationship between the author and 
readers of editorial of the Jakarta Post is on the issue of people power. 
Data about the findings of the value of modality can be seen from the 
table below.  
Table 1.9 Value of Modality 
  
 
Editorial people power issue 
 
Modality  
High  8 23% 
Median  20 59% 
Low  6 18% 
Total 
 
34 100% 
In the table above indicates the dominant of the median modality is 20 data 
or 59%. In this case, how the author's interpersonal meaning towards the 
reader can be seen from this dominance. Because the dominant one is the 
median, it means that the author is trying to position the reader equal, 
without distance and more dominance. With the equalization, the language 
conveyed to the readers of the author's moral is very good. The next value 
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of modality is low by 23% or 8 data which is greater than 18% or 6 data. 
This shows the quality of ethical and open interpersonal meanings by the 
Jakarta Post editorial author. 
B. Discussion 
In this section, the researcher reviews the relationship of 
communication between the author and the reader in editorial of The 
Jakarta Post on people power issue. The quality of communication 
between author and editorial readers of The Jakarta Post issue of people 
power is relatively equal, both in the types of modality category and in the 
value of modality based on the findings as follows: 
Type of Modality 
a. Modalization 
1) Probability 
a) Datum 1 (Clause 4) 
Furthermore, the government‘s penchant for restrictions 
will not only silence the opposition but also endanger the 
nascent democracy. 
Furtherm
ore, 
the 
government‘s 
penchant for 
restrictions 
Will 
not 
only 
silenc
e 
the 
opposition 
but also 
endanger 
the nascent 
democracy. 
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 S F P C 
In the datum above modal in the form of ―will not‖ also 
functions as a finite. Modal ―will not‖ with the finite 
function is in the category of probability. The modal of 
―will not‖ tells the prediction of the editorial author of The 
Jakarta Post on the future of democracy in Indonesia. The 
prediction begins with the state of the government which 
silences the opposition (those who criticize the 
government). In fact, in the principle of an opposition 
democracy, it is a check and balance of government policy. 
The datum above is categorized as probability where the 
editorial author of The Jakarta Post in a press capacity tells 
the perspective of a democratic country. ―Will not‖ in the 
datum is included in the category of probability of 
modalization because there is an element of prediction 
being told.   
b) Datum 2 (Clause 8)  
the policy would ensure ―people could rest easy in the holy 
month of Ramadan‖. 
The policy would ensure ―people could rest easy 
in the holy month of 
Ramadan‖. 
S F P C 
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In the datum above the modal found is ―would‖ which 
functions as a finite. If the modal is at once finite then it 
includes the category of probability. In addition, ―would‖ 
includes into probability because it is in probably category. 
The probably becomes a characteristic of probability. The 
datum above the police will guarantee peace in the month 
of Ramadan in the context of the election. The peaceful in 
question is the absence of conflict between pairs of 
presidential candidates and hate speeches from public 
figures. Furthermore, it ―would make peaceful (would 
ensure ―people could rest easy in the holy month of 
Ramadan)‖ has meaning such as in before clause, that is 
―revealed the government‘s plan to form a team that would 
monitor and evaluate ―words, acts and thoughts‖ of public 
figures‖. The datum above serves as a probability of 
modalization because it has predictive meaning and tells the 
situation that will occur in the month of Ramadan. 
c) Datum 3 (Clause 26)  
it will look for any reason to act against whoever dares to 
criticize it — similar to the New Order. 
It Will look any 
reason 
to act against whoever 
dares to criticize it — 
similar to the New Order. 
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S F P C Adjunct 
In the datum above modal in the form ―will‖ is at the same 
time functions as a finite. Modal ―will‖ with the finite 
function is in the category of probability. With the current 
situation it is possible to silence those who criticize. Thus, 
it is probably. ―It‖ referred to in this clause is the 
government. Whereas the ―will‖ in the datum above has the 
meaning of the action the government will take on anyone 
who criticizes it. The above datum falls into the category of 
probability of modalization because the editorial author of 
The Jakarta Post is only limited to telling predictions that 
will occur if the government silences those who criticize it. 
d) Datum 4 (Clause 33)  
that will climax when the KPU unveils the verdict. 
That  Will climax when the KPU 
unveils the verdict. 
 S 
(ellipsis)  
F P A 
In the datum above modal in the form of ―will‖ also 
functions as a finite. Modal ―will‖ with the finite function is 
in the category of probability. Probability goes to a 
possibly, probably and certainly. In the datum above, the 
subject is ellipsis which refers to the previous clause, 
namely election. That the ―will‖ in the datum above relates 
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to the subject, namely election. If it is written in other 
sentence, ―the election will climax when the KPU unveils 
the verdict‖. ―Will‖ in the datum above has the meaning of 
announcing the election results by the KPU. In the ―will‖ 
datum above is included in the category of probability of 
modalization because the editorial author of The Jakarta 
Post only tells something that is very likely (probably) to 
happen. 
e) Datum 5 (Clause 41)  
That Jokowi would win the presidential election. 
that Jokowi would win the presidential 
election. 
 S F P C 
In the datum above modal in the form of ―would‖ at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―would‖ with the 
finite function includes the category of probability. In the 
datum above, ―would‖ have meaning very possible 
(possibly) or prediction of Jokowi‘s victory based on the 
results of several survey institutions. Furthermore ―would‖ 
relate to the results of several survey institutions. The 
datum ―would‖ above fall into the category of probability 
of modalization because the editorial author of The Jakarta 
Post tells of something that will happen, something in the 
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form of Jokowi's second victory in the 2019 election based 
on the results of several survey institutions.  
 
 
f) Datum 6 (Clause 43) 
that Jokowi would get 55.62 percent of the vote, only 
slightly more than the KPU‘s official figure of 55.5 percent. 
that  Jokowi  would  get 55.62 percent of 
the vote,only 
slightly more than 
the KPU‘s official 
figure of 55.5 
percent. 
 S F P C 
In the datum above modal in the form of ―would‖ at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―would‖ with the 
finite function includes the category of probability. Jokowi 
will win because the temporary vote is almost the same as 
predicted by the survey agency. In the datum above, 
―would‖ has the meaning of predicting Jokowi's victory of 
55.5%. The prediction refers to a survey of institutions in 
the country and abroad that is 55.62%. ―Would‖ in the 
datum above is included in the category of probability of 
modalization because the editorial author of The Jakarta 
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Post described the results of 55.5% for Jokowi's victory in 
the 2019 presidential election based on sources from the 
KPU. 
 
 
g) Datum 7 (Clause 50) 
that it would challenge the KPU‘s official result at the 
Constitutional Court after threatening for weeks 
That It Would challenge 
 S F P 
In the datum above modal in the form of ―would‖ at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―would‖ with the 
finite function includes the category of probability. 
Prabowo‘s supporters in the clause are probably to appeal 
to the Constitutional Court to challenge the results of the 
KPU. ―Would‖ in that clause has a probably meaning. In 
the datum above, the subject ―it‖ refers to supporters of 
Prabowo who have been carrying out actions blaming the 
official KPU results for weeks. Furthermore, the datum 
―would‖ above has the meaning of the movement of non-
acceptance of the defeat of the Prabowo camp which will 
be reported to the Constitutional Court. The datum ―would‖ 
above is a probability of modalization because the editorial 
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author of The Jakarta Post is only limited to telling the 
actions of Prabowo‘s supporters seen from the movement to 
reject Jokowi‘s victory by the KPU. 
h) Datum 8 (Clause 51) 
that it would simply walk away from the vote count. 
 
That It would simply  
walk away from the vote 
count  
 S F C 
In the datum above modal in the form of ―would‖ at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―would‖ with the 
finite function is in the category of probability. ―Would‖ in 
the clause has a meaning it is very possible or probably to 
make it further away from the vote count that has occurred. 
In the datum above the subject ―it‖ refers to the movement 
of Jokowi‘s victory rejection made by Prabowo‘s camp. 
Furthermore, ―would‖ in the datum above has a meaning 
that is a futile prediction because it will distance from the 
results of the vote count. The datum above is a probability 
of modalization because the editorial author of The Jakarta 
Post tells the situation that will occur to those who reject 
the election results.  
i) Datum 9 (Clause 53) 
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But with a margin of almost 17 million votes it will be an 
uphill battle for Prabowo to tip the balance in his favor 
 
But with a 
margin of 
almost 17 
million 
votes 
it will  be an uphill battle 
for Prabowo to tip 
the balance in his 
favor 
 
  S F P adjunct 
In the datum above, modal is in the form of ―will‖ and also 
functions as finite. Modal ―will‖ with the finite function is 
in the category of probability. In the above datum the 
subject ―it‖ refers to the difference of 17 million between 
supporters of Prabowo and Jokowi. Furthermore, the ―will‖ 
in the datum above has the meaning of an uphill struggle 
for Prabowo‘s camp to file datum in the Constitutional 
Court. That was because in the official KPU calculation the 
difference between the two camps was 17 million. ―Will‖ in 
the datum above is a probability of modalization, because 
the editorial author of The Jakarta Post tells of the 
difficulties that will be experienced by Prabowo‘s camp 
when he is in the Constitutional Court. That is because by 
datum, Prabowo lost 17 million. 
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j) Datum 10 (Clause 79) 
But we are only halfway through this democratic marathon.  
 
But We are Only halfway through this 
democratic marathon, 
 S  F Adjunct C 
In the datum above modal in the form of ―only‖ is at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―only‖ with the 
finite function is included in the category of probability. In 
the datum above, ―only‖ has the meaning of a democratic 
movement that is still halfway. That is because in the 
democratic process (2019 elections) there are still 
complexities in practice. The above datum is a probability 
of modalization because the editorial author of The Jakarta 
Post tells the development of democracy which is half way 
and difficult to develop. This is represented by the word 
―only‖ in the datum. 
k) Datum 11 (Clause 100) 
This would be their most valuable contribution to let the 
rest of us 
This would be Theirmost valuable contribution 
to let the rest of us  
S F C 
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In the datum above modal in the form of ―would‖ at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―would‖ with the 
finite function is in the category of probability. In the 
datum above ―this‖ refers to the process of submitting 
evidence (form C1) as the basis for the victory of 
politicians. ―Would be‖ in the datum above refers to the 
process of collecting evidence of victory addressed to the 
Constitutional Court. Thus, politicians play a role in 
creating peace between supporters. The datum ―would be‖ 
above is a probability of modalization, because the editorial 
author of The Jakarta Post tells of predictions in the form of 
peace in the Constitutional Court if they prepare evidence 
of their respective victories. 
l) Datum 12 (Clause 138 ) 
The institute said such rights could only be curtailed 
temporarily under a state of emergency, 
The 
institute 
said such 
rights could only 
be 
curtailed 
temporarily under a 
state of emergency 
 S F Adj C  
In the datum above modal in the form of ―could‖ at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―could‖ with the 
finite function is in the category of probability. In the above 
datum, it has the meaning of telling an important action to 
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be taken, namely limiting internet access by the information 
technology minister. That was according to Rudiantara 
(minister of information and telecommunications) that it 
was not often, or only at that time. More than that is the 
hoax is not spread to people who are increasingly making 
noise. Datum above is included in the category of 
probability of modalization because it is only limited to 
providing information, without something behind the 
modality. 
m) Datum 13 (Clause 138) 
The institute said such rights could only be curtailed 
tempirarily under a state of emergency, 
The 
institute 
said such 
rights could only 
be 
curtailed 
tempirarily under a 
state of emergency 
 S F Adj c 
In the datum above modal in the form of ―only be‖ at the 
same time functions as an Adjunct. Modal ―only‖ with the 
adjunct function is in the category of probability. Datum 
above is included in the category of probability of 
modalization, that is because the editorial author of The 
Jakarta Post is only limited to conveying information. The 
information that is only conveyed by the author to the 
reader is included in probablity. Different if the information 
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contains requests or actions desired by the author to the 
reader. In the above datum, the Jakarta Post editorial writer 
tells of the actions taken by the information minister who 
restricted internet connections. That certainly disturbs the 
social freedom of the Indonesian people, especially those 
who work with digital devices. 
2) Usuality 
a) Datum 14 (Clause 17) 
especially because Prabowo and his supporters have 
persistently been claiming victory and crying foul of 
widespread cheating. 
esp
eci
all
y 
bec
aus
e 
Prabowo 
and his 
supporter
s 
have  persiste
ntly 
been claiming 
victory and 
crying foul of 
widespread 
cheating. 
 S F Adjunt  C 
F 
The above clause is the usuality of modality, that is because 
in its arrangement, the adjunct used is ―persistently‖ which 
has the same meaning as ―always‖. The above clause tells 
us that Prabowo‘s supporters claimed victory persistently. 
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In the datum above, ―persistently‖ has the meaning of 
habits or attitudes as in a certain period of time. Thus, the 
above ―persistently‖ refers to the activities carried out by 
Prabowo‘s supporters in claiming his victory. The datum 
above is included in the category of usuality of 
modalization because the editorial author of The Jakarta 
Post tells the habit of Prabowo's supporters continuously.  
b. Modulation 
1) Obligation 
a) Datum 15 (Clause 32) 
so should the ensuing process  
So  Should the ensuing process  
 S (ellipsis) F C 
In the datum above modal in the form of ―should‖ at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―should‖ with the 
finite function belongs to the obligation category. In the 
above clause ―should‖ has the meaning of the wish desired 
by the author representing the Indonesian people to 
continue to improve the electoral process in the next period. 
―Should‖ has the meaning of a request in response to the 
2019 election process. Thus, the datum above The Jakarta 
Post editorial author has the purpose of a request to 
politicians. In the datum above, the subject is ellipsis, while 
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the ellipsis is election. The ―should‖ datum above falls into 
the category of obligation of modulation because the 
editorial author of The Jakarta Post asks politicians to 
respect the vote counting process from the KPU. 
 
 
b) Datum 16 (Clause 54) 
and in the final analysis we can expect the Constitutional 
Court to sign, seal 
And in the 
final 
analysis 
We Can expect Constitutiona
l Court to 
sign, seal 
 A S F P C 
In the data above modal in the form of ―can‖ functions as 
well as finite. Modal ―can‖ with the finite function is 
included in the category of obligation because there is a 
predicate "expect" which explains the request. Finite which 
explains the request is included in the category of 
obligation of modulation. In the datum above, "can" has the 
meaning of a request to the Constitutional Court to give 
legitimacy to Jokowi's victory. The victory was Jokowi's 
right because in the vote counting process there was a 
difference of 17 million votes for Jokowi's victory. Datum 
above is included in the category of obligation of 
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modalization because the editorial author of The Jakarta 
Post hopes that the Constitutional Court's decision on the 
presidential election dispute and give victory to Jokowi. 
The prediction of the presidential election dispute won by 
Jokowi is due to a difference of 17 million votes. 
 
c) Datum 17 (Clause 56) 
We should commend Prabowo for having the courage to 
contest this election 
We should commend Prabowo 
for having the courage to 
contest this election  
S F P C 
In the datum above modal in the form of ―should‖ at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―should‖ with the 
finite function belongs to the obligation category. In the 
clause above ―should‖ has a meaning in the form of an 
invitation for all Indonesians to praise Prabowo for the 
courage to take part in the presidential election this year. In 
the above datum ―should‖ means an invitation to praise 
Prabowo‘s courage in participating in the 2019 presidential 
election. The above datum falls into the category of 
obligation of modulation because the Jakarta Post editorial 
author invites the reader to praise Prabowo. Thus, 
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everything in the form of invitation and command include 
in the category of modulation in the obligation. 
d) Datum 18 (Clause 65) 
Jokowi‘s first task should be to mend ties with his political 
rivals before moving on with his signature policy programs 
 
Jokowi‘s 
first task 
should 
be 
mend 
ties 
with his political rivals 
before moving onwith his 
signature policy programs 
 
S F P C 
In the datum above modal in the form of ―should‖ at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―should‖ with the 
finite function belongs to the obligation category. In the 
datum above ―should be‖ has the meaning of a request to 
Jokowi to improve relations with political opponents. The 
datum above is an obligation of modulation because the 
editorial author of The Jakarta Post advised Jokowi to 
maintain good relations with his political opponents. In 
addition, the datum above is included in the modulation 
category because it contains requests. 
e) Datum 19 (Clause 74) 
AndPrabowo should respond in kind.  
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And Prabowo `should respond In kind 
 S F P Adjunct 
In the datum above modal in the form of ―should‖ at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―should‖ with the 
finite function belongs to the obligation category. In the 
above clause, ―should‖ has the meaning of the author 
suggesting Prabowo if Jokowi wants to meet, is expected to 
accept it. If in the previous datum the Jakarta Post editorial 
author requested that Jokowi meet Prabowo, while in this 
datum the Jakarta Post editorial author asked Prabowo to 
accept Jokowi‘s meeting request. In the datum above 
―should‖ has the meaning of the author‘s request to 
Prabowo. The datum above includes the category of 
obligation of modulation because the author of The Jakarta 
Post told Prabowo to accept Jokowi. 
f) Datum 20 (Clause 76) 
 ―even when in defeat, you have to do it right‖. 
even when in 
defeat, 
You Have to Do  it right 
Adjunct S F P C 
In the data above modal in the form of ―have to‖ is at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―have to‖ with the 
finite function is included in the category of obligation 
because in datum above consists hope meaning that is 
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caused predicat ―do‖. In the above datum, the clause is a 
statement of war legend quoted by the Jakarta Post editorial 
author. The relation with the 2019 presidential election is 
the hope of the author for Prabowo to be wise towards his 
defeat as in the legend of the war. Thus "have to" refers to 
the legend of war about the wise attitude when losing in 
battle. The datum above is a probability of modalization 
because "have to" is an expectation quoted by the Jakarta 
Post editorial author to Prabowo.  
g) Datum 21 (Clause 90) 
The political elite should emulate the sense of 
sportsmanship and trust 
The 
political 
elite 
Should emulate the sense of 
sportsmanship and 
trust  
S F P C 
In the datum above modal in the form of ―should‖ at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―should‖ with the 
finite function belongs to the obligation category. In the 
datum above ―should‖ has the meaning of a request that the 
political elite behave as sportsmanship as happens in the 
lower classes of society. The above datum falls into the 
category of obligation of modulation because the editorial 
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author of The Jakarta Post modal ―should‖ aim at 
commanding or ordering.   
h) Datum 22 (Clause 96) 
how close pollsters‘ results can be to the KPU‘s final tally. 
How close pollsters‘ 
results 
can be to the KPU‘s 
final tally. 
WH-
words 
C F P  
In the data above modal in the form of ―can‖ is at the same 
time functions as a finite. Modal ―can‖ with the finite 
function includes in the category of obligation because of 
the expectations of the Jakarta Post editorial author. In the 
datum above "can" has the meaning of expectation from the 
relationship between the poll results and the final KPU 
results in the 2019 election contestation. That refers to the 
previous election. The ―can‖ data above is an obligation of 
modalization because the editorial author of The Jakarta 
Post tells the results of the KPU's final calculation by 
polling is not much different, as happened in past election 
polls. 
i) Datum 23 (Clause 108) 
everyone could exercise their voting rights. 
Everyone Could Exercise their voting 
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rights 
S F P C 
In the data above modal in the form of ―could‖ at the same 
time functions as a finite. Modal ―could‖ with the finite 
function is in the category of obligation that is because of 
the predicate "exercise" which has the meaning of action, 
not merely the story. In the datum above, "could" refers to 
the previous clause about the peaceful election day, where 
everyone uses their vote. "Everyone" in the above datum 
subject refers to the voters. The "could" in the above datum 
is an obligation of modalization because the editorial author 
of The Jakarta Post tells of an act of peaceful election 
process when everyone can exercise their voting rights.  
j) Datum 24 (Clause 110) 
they must keep the peace. 
That They must keep the peace 
 S F P C` 
In the datum above modal is in the form of ―must‖ at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―must‖ with the 
finite function is included in the obligation category. 
In this clause the author hopes that politicians to maintain 
peace must, ―must‖ be interpreted as a certainty that occurs 
when everyone does it. The subject ―they‖ refers to the 
political elite. Furthermore, ―must‖ has the meaning of the 
political elite must maintain the peaceful. The above datum 
falls into the category of obligation of modulation because 
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the editorial author of The Jakarta Post orders the political 
elite to maintain the peaceful.   
k) Datum  25 (Clausa 139) 
Which the President must declare 
Which the the President must declare 
 S F P 
In the datum above, modal in the form of ―must‖ at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―must‖ with the 
finite function belongs to the obligation category. The 
Jakarta Post editorial author has opinion that President 
Jokowi has an obligation to convey to the public about 
internet connection restrictions by Indonesian people. That 
is because limiting internet connections is a violation 
committed by the government. The author conveys with 
capital "must" which means there is a desire in the form of 
a request to President Jokowi. Demand in the type of 
modality includes the obligation of modality category 
because the author has a desire other than just providing 
information. 
l) Datum 26 (Clausa 147) 
While better ways must be sought to protect citizens 
without infringing on civil liberties 
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While better 
ways 
Must 
be 
sough
t 
to protect citizens 
without infringing 
on civil liberties 
 S F P C` 
In the datum above, modal in the form of ―must be‖ at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―must be‖ with the 
finite function belongs to the obligation category. The 
Jakarta Post editorial author advises the government to look 
for other alternatives to limit internet connections. This is 
necessary so as not to interfere with infringing on civil 
liberties. Restrictions on the internet connection can 
paralyze the digital economy which can disrupt the stability 
of the Indonesian economy. Requests in the form of 
suggestions in the above datum are a type of modality 
obligation. In the datum above, the editorial of the Jakarta 
Post is not only about conveying information, but also the 
importance behind the information.  
m) Datum 27 (Clausa 150) 
So must citizens today watch out 
So (ellipsis) must Citizens today watch 
out 
 S F C 
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In the datum above, modal in the form of ―must‖ at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―must‖ with the 
finite function belongs to the obligation category. 
The Jakarta Post editorial author reminded the Indonesian 
people to be careful in participating in developing political 
issues, because that could be a new problem for them. This 
was stated by the author due to the loss of life in every 
political dispute. For this reason, this expectation is in the 
form of prudence in conveying or spreading information 
whose source is unclear. Datum above is included as a type 
of modality obligation because the Jakarta Post editorial 
author not only provides information, but also provides 
advice furthermore the public or readers remain vigilant in 
political conditions during a conflict. 
2) Inclination 
a) Datum 28 (Clause 2)  
when the General Elections Commission (KPU) will 
announce the result of the April 17 polls, 
When the General 
Elections 
Commission 
(KPU) 
Will Announce the 
result of 
the April 
17 polls, 
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Wh-
word 
S F P C 
In the data above modal in the form of ―will‖ also functions 
as a finite. Modal ―will‖ with the finite function include the 
category of inclination because of the addition of the 
predicate "announce" which has the meaning of an action. 
The degree of inclination will be announced on May 22 as 
explained in clause 1. The KPU will announce May 22 or 
before May 22, that "Will" plus "announce" in this modality 
has the function of announcing the winner of the April 17 
election. "Will" is included in the category of inclination 
because it functions as an act to provide information, as in 
the sense of modulation of an action or request.  
 
b) Datum 29 (Clause 17)  
Many, however, would agree to the security approach fix, 
Many, 
however, 
 would agree to the 
security 
approach 
 S (ellipsis)  F P C 
The data above is categorized as inklinasi because the 
modal that appears is ―would‖ which is also a finite. The 
subject is hidden (ellipsis). "Would" enter the category of 
inclination because of the predicate "agree" which has 
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meaning in the clause into an action. "Would" in the above 
datum has the meaning of the Wiranto security approach 
which was agreed by many people (Jokowi's supporters) 
because Prabowo's supporters made a move to reject the 
results of the KPU's calculations. Wiranto's security 
approach is very possible to do besides looking at the 
situation of the two camps, but Wiranto and Ryamizard's 
track record is a product of the New Order. Datum above is 
a modalization of inclination because the author tells of the 
actions taken by Wiranto and Ryamizard against 
government critics.  
c) Datum 30 (Clause 45) 
we can rely on these pollsters to forecast the result 
correctly. 
We  Can Rely On these 
pollsters 
to forecast 
the result 
correctly. 
S F P A C 
In the data above modal in the form of ―can‖ functions as 
well as finite. Modal ―can‖ with finite function is included 
in the category of inclination because of the predicate "rely" 
which has the meaning of an action. In the datum above 
"can" has the meaning of action to use survey institutions in 
the upcoming political contestation. Politicians can use 
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survey institutions as a reference to electability and victory. 
Thus, the "can" in the above datum falls under the category 
of inclination of modulation, because the editorial author of 
The Jakarta Post tells us that the act of using survey 
institutions in seeing potential winners has accurate 
predictive quality. 
d) Datum 31 (Clause 63) 
 and what he will do in his second term. 
And What he will do in his 
second 
term. 
  WH-
WORD 
S F 
 
Adjunct 
In the data above, modal in the form of ―will do‖ and at the 
same time functions as a finite in the inklinasi category.  
In the above clause ―Will do‖ has the meaning required to 
do many things in the second period of Jokowi's 
government. 
In the above datum, the subject "he" refers to Jokowi as the 
winner of the second presidential election. "Will do" in the 
above clause has the meaning of the Jakarta Post editorial 
author's expectation of President Jokowi for his election in 
the second period. That hope forms a real change in the 
improvement of society that is divided. Jokowi as the 
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second elected president has all the instruments that 
Prabowo's camp can accept his defeat. The action in the 
meaning of the clause above is an inclination of modality. 
e)  Datum 32 (Clause 70) 
that he would meet Prabowo. 
That He Would Meet Prabowo. 
 S F P  
In the data above modal in the form of ―would‖ at the same 
time functions as a finite. Modal ―would‖ with the finite 
function is in the category of inclination because of the 
predicate "meet" which makes the meaning of an action. In 
the datum above, the subject "he" refers to Jokowi and 
"would" have the meaning of the action Jokowi will take, 
namely to meet Prabowo. In the datum above "would" fall 
into the category of inclination of modulation, because the 
editorial author of The Jakarta Post told of an action in the 
form of Jokowi's speech that would meet Prabowo. That 
was said in Jokowi's victory speech especially Jokowi 
promised to continue to be friends with Prabowo and his 
supporters.  
f) Datum 33 (Clause 71) 
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―Without a doubt, I want to continue to be friends Pak 
Prabowo and Pak Sandiaga Uno as well as with their 
supporters,‖ 
―Without 
a doubt, 
I Want to continue to be friends with 
Pak Prabowo and 
Pak Sandiaga Uno 
as well as with 
their supporters, 
 S F P C 
In the datum above modal is in the form of ―want to‖ at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―want to‖ with the 
finite function is in the inclination category. In this clause 
―want to‖ has the meaning of want in political language. It 
is not really wanted but ―want to‖ has the meaning of only 
want. The subject ―I‖ refers to Jokowi. Furthermore, the 
modal ―want to‖ has the meaning of an offer made by 
Jokowi to Prabowo and his supporters. The datum above is 
included in the category of inclination of modulation 
because in this clause Jokowi offers a request for friendship 
to Prabowo and his supporters. 
g) Datum  34 (Clause 133) 
Prabowo Subianto, said he would file his challenge over 
the election result at the Constitutional Court 
Prabowo he Would would file his challenge 
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Subianto, 
said 
over the election result at 
the Constitutional Court 
 S F C` 
In the datum above modal is in the form of ―would‖ at the 
same time functions as a finite. Modal ―would‖ with the 
finite function is in the inclination category. Datum above 
expressed the desire of Prabowo to appeal to the 
Constitutional Court. Prabowo did this because he really 
wanted to prove that he really won. Prabowo's strong desire 
is included in the category of inclination of modality. In the 
news, the Jakarta Post editorial author not only told the 
information but there was Prabowo's ambition in claiming 
his victory.  
1. Value of Modality 
a. High 
In the Jakarta post editorial on the issue of people power, three data 
are found that are included in the hight value of modality category. 
From the high value of modality data, one data is aimed at the 
government and politicians, one data is aimed at the opposition that 
drives the issue of people power, and one data is aimed at readers 
of the Jakarta Post newspaper. There are three modalities that have 
a high value of modality, namely ―persistently‖, ―have to‖ and 
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―must‖. The following clauses that have the modality high value of 
modality: 
1) Datum 1 (Clause 20) 
Especially because Prabowo and his supporters have 
persistently been claiming victory and crying foul of 
widespread cheating. 
The above clause has a high modality because it uses 
adjunct ―persistently‖. That's because the necessity in the form 
of habits. The datum above is included in the high value of 
modality category because ―persistently‖ belongs to the always 
of usuality category. Furthermore in the above clause, it tells the 
activities of Prabowo‘s supporters who claim to win 
continuously. ―Persistently‖ in the datum above serves to 
confirm Prabowo‘s supporting activities. Activities carried out 
by supporters of Prabowo were judged to be unwise furthermore 
in mentioning it needs to be used the high value of modality. In 
above datum, the author wants to force the reader to justify the 
epissive actions of Wiranto and Ryamizard because of 
Prabowo‘s supporters who rejected the election results. 
Moreover, Prabowo‘s supporters invited to refuse to trust the 
KPU. In this condition, the author shows two problems then as if 
the reader is given an alternative justification for the actions of 
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Wiranto and Ryamizard. Here are the categories persistently in 
the relation of modality diagram: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
especially because Prabowo and his supporters have persistently 
been claiming victory and crying foul of widespread cheating. 
2) Datum 2 (Clause 76) 
―even when in defeat, you have to do it right‖. 
The above clause has a high modality because it uses the 
finite ―have to‖. That is because of the possibility that is 
required till there is a tendency of certainly. Thus, the use of 
―have to‖ aims to reinforce the attitude in accepting defeat. The 
datum above is clause from a quote of a war legend. The Jakarta 
Post editorial author uses the quote to reinforce Prabowo‘s 
fighters. More than that, the use of ―have to‖ in the above clause 
is aimed at Prabowo having to admit his defeat. The Jakarta Post 
editorial author‘s insistence is the use of ―have to‖ which is the 
high value of modality. In the clause which is a quote from the 
[obligation] [inclination] 
determined required 
willing 
keen supposed 
allowed 
Must do 
Will do 
May do 
 
Don‘t! 
Do! 
[probability] [usuality] 
positive 
negative 
MODALIZATION MODULATION 
It isn‘t 
It is 
always certainly 
sometimes 
usuality probably 
possibly 
It must be 
It will be 
It may be 
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war legend above, the author has a message to the reader that the 
reader has a perception like an editorial author. The author 
indirectly invites the reader to jointly ask Prabowo to be gentle, 
namely by acknowledging his defeat in the presidential election. 
The following ―have to‖ category in the relation of modality 
diagram: 
 
 
 
 
 
―even when in defeat, you have to do it right‖. 
3) Datum 3 (Clause 79) 
But we are only halfway through this democratic marathon, 
In the above datum the Jakarta Post editorial author 
is telling the situation of democracy which is halfway 
through. The half-way situation if it is made into a table it 
becomes "it must be" in the value of modality. With the use 
of "only" which means "it must be", the above datum 
belongs to the high value of modality category. In addition, 
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"only" in the above datum is an assertion about a situation. 
That assertiveness characterizes the high value of modality. 
In the datum above, the author tells us that if the condition 
we are in the middle of democratic process. Editorial author 
provides information to the reader to have the same attitude 
about the current state of democracy, thus the author 
indirectly influences the reader. Below is how to see the 
position of the diagram contained in "only":  
 
 
 
 
 
But we are only halfway through this democratic marathon, 
4) Datum 4 (Clause 110) 
they must keep the peace. 
The above clause has a high modality because it uses a 
finite ―must‖. It is included in the high category because ―must‖ 
has the meaning of demand for the purpose of required. Thus, 
the datum above is a frustration expression of the editorial 
author of The Jakarta Post to politicians who create divisions in 
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society. The datum above is categorized as high value of 
modality. It can be seen from the context that follows it. The 
context that follows the author‘s remarks is anger at politicians. 
Therefore, the communication relationship between The Jakarta 
Post editorial author and politicians is not balanced or higher 
The Jakarta Post editorial author. In this datum, the author 
invites the reader to join in reminding or instructing politicians 
to maintain peace. The author indirectly tells the reader that the 
current political chaos is the work of politicians. 
Here is the ―must‖ category in the relation of modality diagram: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
they must keep the peace. 
5) Datum 4 (Clause 138) 
The institute said such rights could only be curtailed temporarily 
under a state of emergency, 
In the datum above "only" has the meaning of restriction, the 
internet connection when approaching the announcement by the 
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KPU. In a limitation, it belongs to the high value of modality 
category. That is because there is an expression that tends to be 
harsh, or requires of firmness in information by the institute as 
in the above clause. In the above datum, the editorial author 
conveys his thoughts aboutmrestrictions on internet connections 
that cripple the delivery of information. The author suggests the 
reader with his view that it is not necessary because it is not yet 
in an emergency and even if it is done, the president should 
announce it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The institute said such rights could only be curtailed temporarily 
under a state of emergency, 
6) Datum 6 (Clause 139) 
―Which the President must declare‖ 
In the value of modality the characteristic of high always 
has the meaning "it must" sometimes "it must be" or "it must 
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do". In the above datum is included in the category of high value 
of modality due to the modal "must", which is a feature of high 
value. In connection, in the above clause President Jokowi must 
make a statement about an internet connection that has been 
restricted. In the datum above, the clause has an affirmation 
which tends to force desire. Information in the form of requests 
is included in high value o modality. In the above datum, the 
editorial author builds an opinion about the president who 
should announce internet connection restriction instead o the 
Minister of Politics, Wiranto. The author invites the reader to be 
critical with restrictions on internet connections because it 
violates the constitution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Which the President must declare 
7) Datum 7 (Clause 147) 
―While better ways must be sought to protect citizens without 
infringing on civil liberties‖ 
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In the above datum, the Jakarta Post editorial author asks 
for an affirmation of the conditions for limiting internet 
connections that disturb civil liberties. Thus, the datum above is 
included in the high value of modality category. First is because 
there is an affirmation to ask the government for a solution so as 
not to restrict internet connections. Demand which tends to force 
it is included in the high modality category. Second, there is 
modal "must" which is the main characteristic of the high value 
of modality. In the above datum, the author wants to express his 
opinion about the need to look for alternatives to crippling 
internetcnnections which are an important part of the mass 
media information process. The author tries to suggest the 
reader to have the same attitude. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While better ways must be sought to protect citizens without 
infringing on civil liberties 
8) Datum 8 (Clause 150) 
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―So must citizens today watch out‖ 
In the data above, the Jakarta Post editorial author 
reminded Indonesians to be careful when there are political 
conflicts. Caution is in the form of not being provoked when 
sending or commenting on news that leads to provocation. This 
strong demand is included in the high value of modality 
category because the editorial author reminds the reader to be 
careful. This requirement tends to be coercive, which is included 
in the high value of modality. In the above datum, the author 
reminds the reader to always be aware of the current political 
conditions. Do not let the reader get caught up in a legal case 
that is not realized but it can ensnare. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   So must citizens today watch out 
b. Median  
There are 21 modalities that have a median value of modality. 
Of the 21 modalities divided into 4 types namely ―will‖, ―would‖, 
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―should‖, and ―only‖. The following clauses which have the 
modality median value of modality: 
1) Datum 9 (Clause 2) 
when the General Elections Commission (KPU) will announce 
the result of the April 17 polls, 
The above clause is the median value of modality that is 
caused in its composition the finite used is ―will‖. 
Furthermore ―will‖ in the modality above between yes and 
no also in the median category. Furthermore the 
Commission will announce but the time is uncertain. The 
datum above uses ―will‖ because information from the 
KPU about the election announcement is on May 22. Thus, 
the Jakarta Post editorial writer said that information was 
probably the announcement of the election because of 
information from the KPU. The information submitted by 
KPU is limited to his knowledge. The above includes the 
median value of modality because communication between 
the author and the reader is equal. In the above datum, the 
author provides information to the reader there will be 
tension on May 22, with the intention of the author wants to 
give a warning to the reader to be careful when in the 
crowd on May 22. That is because the reader does not enter 
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the conditions of conflict between Jokowi and Prabowo 
supporters. 
Below is how to see the position of the diagram 
contained in the ―will‖. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
when the General Elections Commission (KPU) will announce 
the result of the April 17 polls, 
2) Datum 10 (Clause 4) 
Furthermore, the government‘s penchant for restrictions will 
not only silence the opposition but also endanger the nascent 
democracy 
The above clause is the median value of modality because 
the finite used is ―will‖. ―Will‖ which functions as a plan or 
prediction is entered in the median category. Thus, ―will‖ has 
an equivalent meaning between author of The Jakarta Post 
editorial and reader. Equality is due to ―will‖ in that context in 
the form of predictions of the impact of the political 
contestation uproar. Equality can be seen from the absence of 
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coercion or invitation which is the category of high of 
modality. The datum above is the median value of modality 
because the Jakarta Post editorial author positions the reader 
on a similarity with the use of the word ―will‖. In the above 
datum, the author provides information to the reader that 
government‘s attitude in limiting it can damage the democratic 
system, especially since the age of democracy is still very 
young. Indirectly it reminded that Indonesiaan democracy 
began only in 1999 until now, only 20 years to beable to 
democracy. 
Below is how to see the position of the diagram contained 
in the ―will‖. 
 
 
 
 
Furthermore, the government‘s penchant for restrictions will 
not only silence the opposition but also endanger the nascent 
democracy 
3) Datum 11 (Clause 8) 
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the policy would ensure ―people could rest easy in the holy 
month of Ramadan‖. 
The above clause is the median value of modality, 
because the finite used is ―would‖. Furthermore the above 
clause of the author tells us that the police will ensure. This 
can be interpreted that the police probably (it will be) yes 
―would ensure‖ or not ―would ensure‖ even though in the 
category of probability. In the above datum, the Jakarta Post 
editorial author uses the median value of modality ―would‖ to 
describe the information that is known. The information is in 
the form of a policy of silencing to political opponents to 
maintain security in the month of Ramadan. Thus the editorial 
author positions the reader as a balanced communication 
partner. The author quotes the opinion of Wiranto about 
monitoring political figures and coomunity leaders which 
includes actions of words and thoughts. The author presents 
Wiranto‘s opinion accompanied by Wiranto‘s reasons without 
providing additional information or opinions that are pro or 
contra. Thus the author invites the reader to address the words 
of Wiranto himself. Below this is how to see the position of the 
diagram contained in ―would‖. 
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the policy would ensure ―people could rest easy in the holy 
month of Ramadan‖. 
4) Datum 12 (Clause 17) 
Many, however, would agree to the security approach fix, 
The above clause is the median value of modality because 
the finite used is ―would‖. The above clause in the presence of 
―would‖ has a possibly (it will be) meaning, which initially 
certainly agreed to probably agree. In the above datum, the 
Jakarta Post editorial author uses the word ―would‖ which is 
more equal or has the same communication relationship 
compared to when using ―must‖. Furthermore, with the use of 
the word ―would‖ be easily accepted by readers. Thus 
information about the approach taken by Wiranto and 
Ryamizard can be received. In the above datum, the author 
conveys opinion that many government approaches are 
supportive, that the author has the hope that the reader also has 
the same attitude as the author.Below is how to see the position 
of the diagram contained in ―would‖. 
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Many, however, would agree to the security approach fix, 
5) Datum 13 (Clause 26) 
it will look for any reason to act against whoever dares to 
criticize it — similar to the New Order. 
The above clause is the median value of modality, which is 
caused in its composition, the finite used is ―will‖. Thus 
―will‖ in the modality above is between ―yes and no‖ and 
also in the possibly (it will be) category. If it is done 
continuously it will probably like the new order. In the above 
datum, the author influences the reader with memories of the 
past when the New Orde in which the opposition was 
completely silenced by the government. The relationship that 
was raised in the modality above is an invitation to look at 
political conditions like this that can trigger increasingly 
massive riots. Below is how to see the position of the 
diagram contained in ―would‖. 
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it will look for any reason to act against whoever dares to 
criticize it — similar to the New Order. 
6) Datum 14 (Clause 32) 
so should the ensuing process  
The above clause is the median value of modality that is 
because in its composition, the finite used is ―should‖. 
Whereas ―should‖ has the same meaning as ―will‖. The next 
election process will also be colored by things that trigger 
polarization. In this case the function probably (it will be) 
which leads to the forecast. ―Should‖ in the datum above is 
categorized as the median value of modality, apart from being 
structurally grammar but using the word ―should‖ feels 
comfortable for the listener. Comfort is because the listener is 
given the opportunity to think in his own opinion. Thus, 
communication between the author and the reader is equal.  
Below is how to see the position of the diagram contained 
in the ―should‖. 
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so should the ensuing process  
 
7) Datum 15 (Clause 33) 
that will climax when the KPU unveils the verdict. 
The above clause is the median value of modality that it 
because in its composition, the finite used is ―will‖. Thus 
―will‖ in the modality above is between ―yes and no‖ also in 
the probably (it will be) category. The probably of friction will 
peak when the KPU unveils the verdict. In the datum, the 
author uses the word ―will‖ which functions as the median 
value of modality. The editorial author provided information 
about the peak of the election was an announcement from the 
KPU. The use of ―will‖ relatively invites the reader to discuss, 
furthermore the relationship between the reader and the author 
is equal. That in this situation the reader does not feel 
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underestimated or considered under the author.Below is how to 
see the position of the diagram contained in the ―will‖. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
that will climax when the KPU unveils the verdict. 
8) Datum 16 (Clause 41) 
That Jokowi would win the presidential election. 
The above clause is the median value of modality that is caused 
in its composition, the finite used is ―would‖. The ―Would‖ above 
means that if Jokowi wins the election, the polarization will peak. 
Peaked polarization will trigger (probably) people power. In this 
datum is a median value of modality because the editorial author 
invites the reader to communicate equally. In addition, the use of 
the word ―would‖ refer to the clause ‖that Jokowi would win the 
presidential election‖  is better than if "would‖ be replaced by 
―must‖ then the reader will see the author is not objective. This 
non-objectivity will disturb the author's relationship with the 
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reader.This datum which is a quote from the KPU that Jokowi will 
win the 2019 election is the basis that this is the view of the author 
who is trying to be suggested to the reader. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
That Jokowi would win the presidential election. 
9) Datum 17 (Clause 43) 
that Jokowi would get 55.62 percent of the vote, only slightly 
more than the KPU‘s official figure of 55.5 percent. 
The above clause is the median value of modality. Because, 
in its composition, the finite used is ―would‖. ―Would‖ tell 
about something is past, or a prediction of the past. Where, 
the survey institute believes that Jokowi will (probably) get 
55.62 percent and in fact get 55.5 percent. The use of 
―would‖ in the clause ―that Jokowi would get 55.62 percent 
of the vote, only slightly more than the KPU‘s official figure 
of 55.5 percent‖ is included in the median value of modality 
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category because there is equal communication between the 
author and the reader. Editorial author give readers the 
opportunity to test their own arguments. That is because the 
writer is limited to conveying information without any 
pressure or words that have a meaningful command. In this 
datum above, the author tries to come up with an opinion that 
the results of the KPU are the same as the results of the 
survey institute. In other words, this invites the readerr to 
believe that the results of the survey institute are valid. 
 
 
 Below is how to see the position of the diagram contained in 
―would‖. 
 
 
 
 
that Jokowi would get 55.62 percent of the vote, only slightly more 
than the KPU‘s official figure of 55.5 percent. 
10) Datum 18 (Clause 50) 
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that it would challenge the KPU‘s official result at the 
Constitutional Court after threatening for weeks 
The above clause is the median value of modality that is 
caused in its composition, the finite used is ―would‖. Finite 
―would‖ tell about something that would be (probably) done 
by Prabowo‘s supporters when he was in the Constitutional 
Court. In the above datum, the Jakarta Post editorial author 
uses ―would‖ as the median value of modality. It is used to 
maintain communication with the reader, therefore in the 
datum the author only conveys information as far as he 
knows. Submission that makes the reader feel invited to 
communicate that there is a feeling of equality. ―Would‖ in 
this clause is in the median position because it is very likely 
that Prabowo‘s supporters filed a lawsuit with the 
Constitutional Court. The datum above the author conveys a 
quote from Prabowo who will sue the results of the 
Comission to the Constitutional Court. Even that, the author 
considers it to be in vain because the election gap is around 
17 million votes. The author implies that the reader be doing 
nothing in vain. Below is how to see the position of the 
diagram contained in ―would‖. 
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that it would challenge the KPU‘s official result at the 
Constitutional Court after threatening for weeks 
11) Datum 19 (Clause 51) 
that it would simply walk away from the vote count. 
The above clause is the median value of modality, which is 
caused in its composition, the finite used is ―would‖. Finite 
―would‖ tell us about the things that Prabowo‘s supporters did, 
triggering (probably) chaos. While the result of Jokowi are still 
far from Prabowo. In the datum above, the author suggests the 
reader to trust the results of the KPU because the KPU is an 
official institution that carries out election. Prabowo‘s attitude 
to the Constitutional Court would be futile. 
Below is how to see the position of the diagram contained 
in ―would‖. 
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that it would simply walk away from the vote count. 
12) Datum 20 (Clause 53) 
But with a margin of almost 17 million votes it will be an 
uphill battle for Prabowo to tip the balance in his favor 
The above clause is the median value of modality, which is 
caused in its composition, the finite used is ―will be‖. In the 
context of the discourse that Prabowo would have a hard time 
fighting for results he disagreed because of a voter margin of 
up to 17 million. In other words, probably (it will be) to be 
conveyed is kind of futile. In the above datum, the author 
suggests to the reader to see the margin between Prabowo and 
Jokowi of 17 million votes,The author implies that his opinion 
about the election is over.  
Below is how to see the position of the diagram contained in 
the ―will be‖. 
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But with a margin of almost 17 million votes it will be an 
uphill battle for Prabowo to tip the balance in his favor 
13) Datum 21 (Clause 56) 
We should commend Prabowo for having the courage to 
contest this election 
The above clause is the median value of modality, which is 
caused in its composition, the finite used is ―should‖. 
Whereas ―should‖ has the same meaning as ―will‖ 
(probably). Finite ―should‖ is used to give suggestions to 
praise Prabowo. In the above datum, ―should‖ include the 
median value of modality because the Jakarta Post editorial 
author suggested that the Indonesian people praise Prabowo 
in the courage to participate in the 2019 political contestation. 
Therefore, the Jakarta Post editorial author‘s invitation to the 
reader is non-coercive. Especially when seen from the 
participation of Prabowo in this 3rd presidential election. An 
invitation to appreciate is because of this. In the above datum, 
the author invites the reader to appreciate Prabowo‘s 
participation in the 2019 political contestation. It has several 
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meanings, first the author invites the reader truly appreciate, 
second the author appreciate which is actually just a joke 
where Prabowo has three times participated in the election 
but it always fails, and now still wants to register again. 
Below is how to see the position of the diagram contained in 
―should‖. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We should commend Prabowo for having the courage to 
contest this election 
14)  Datum 22 (Clause 63) 
and what he will do in his second term. 
The above clause is the median value of modality, which is 
caused in its arrangement; the finite used is ―will do‖. Finite 
―will do‖ has the supposed meaning that is requested. 
Furthermore, Jokowi is supposed to do a lot with the sentence 
structure ―what he will do in his second term‖, is expected to 
do many things in the second period later. In the above datum 
the editorial author invites the reader to control Jokowi as the 
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winner in this presidential contestation. The author indirectly 
invites the reader that the election is over, furthermore we must 
focus on what Jokowi will do. 
Below is how to see the position of the diagram contained 
in the ―will do‖. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
and what he will do in his second term. 
15) Datum 23 (Clause 65) 
Jokowi‘s first task should be to mend ties with his political 
rivals before moving on with his signature policy programs 
The above clause is the median value of modality, which 
because in its composition, the finite used is ―should be‖. In 
the above clause, the use of ―should be‖ has the meaning of 
doing something (probably). Doing something (probably) is 
reconciliation of all political opponents before continuing to 
make new programs. In the datum above, the author has a view 
for Jokowi‘s attitude to embrace his political opponents. The 
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author indirectly provokes the reader‘s mind with Jokowi‘s 
statement must embrace his political opponents. The 
relationship between the author and the reader is 
relativelyequal because the author conveys a statement through 
Jokowi and of coursenit is intended that the reader also 
justifies the intention of the author. Below is how to see the 
position of the diagram contained in ―should be‖. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jokowi‘s first task should be to mend ties with his political 
rivals before moving on with his signature policy programs 
 
16) Datum 24 (Clause 70) 
that he would meet Prabowo.  
The above clause is the median value of modality, which is 
caused in its composition, the finite used is ―would‖. ―Would‖ 
becomes a probably (it will be) of meeting Jokowi and 
Prabowo. It could be yes or no. In the above datum, the Jakarta 
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Post editorial author invites the reader to see whether Jokowi 
needs to meet with Prabowo. Thus, that view has the intention 
that the reader responds to the meeting between Jokowi and 
Prabowo. It is certainly different if ―would‖ be replaced by 
―must‖, therefore the author forces that his argument be 
accepted. The author believes that it is very important if 
Jokowi meets Prabowo for unity and integrity. The author in 
this case wants the reader to think in the same way that Jokowi 
meets Prabowo.  
Below is how to see the position of the diagram contained in 
―would‖. 
 
 
 
 
that he would meet Prabowo 
17) Datum 25 (Clause 74) 
And Prabowo should respond in kind.  
The above clause is the median value of modality that is 
caused in its composition, the finite used is ―should‖. The 
supposed ―should‖ has meaning that later if Jokowi asks to 
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meet Prabowo, then Prabowo‘s attitude is needed 
(supposed/will do) to accept the invitation. In the above datum, 
the Jakarta Post editorial author tells the attitude that must be 
done Prabowo and of course trying to invite readers to 
communicate. This indirect mind aims to equalize the author 
and the reader. Thus, the reader has the right to address the 
views of the author about what must be done by Prabowo. The 
author has a view that if Jokowi wants to meet Prabwo, 
Prabowo must meet Jokowi. The author‘s views are expected 
to be followed by the reader, although indirectly. Below is how 
to see the position of the diagram contained in ―would‖. 
 
 
 
 
 
And Prabowo should respond in kind.  
18) Datum 26 (Clause 90) 
The political elite should emulate the sense of sportsmanship 
and trust 
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The above clause is the median value of modality, which is 
caused in its composition, the finite used is ―should‖. ―Should‖ 
in the modality has the meaning of supposed (will do) that is 
needed. There is a demand to do something in the form of 
sportsmanship for the political elite. In the above datum, the 
Jakarta Post editorial author invites the reader to discuss the 
behavior of political elites who are considered 
unsportsmanlike. This is evident from the authors using 
clauses that invite readers to discuss. The communication 
process of the reader and author proves the closeness of the 
relationship between the two parties. Below is how to see the 
position of the diagram contained in ―only‖. 
 
 
 
 
 
The political elite should emulate the sense of sportsmanship 
and trust 
19) Datum 27 (Clause 100) 
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This would be their most valuable contribution to let the rest 
of us 
The above clause is the median value of modality that is 
caused in its composition, the finite used is ―would be‖. 
―Would be‖ is in the middle position. The position between 
―certainly and possibly‖ is probably position.‖Would be‖ has 
the meaning that it is probably (it will be). ―Would be‖ is 
included in the median value of modality category because the 
author had been inviting the reader to discuss the viewpoints of 
supporters of Jokowi and Prabowo in the 2019 election. 
Different if ―would‖ be replaced by ―must‖, the authors tends 
to force their argument to be agreed by the reader. Thus, the 
relationship between the author and the reader is relatively 
equal that the reader is not offended or felt patronized.  
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20) Datum 28 (Clause 133) 
―Prabowo Subianto, said he would file his challenge over the 
election result at the Constitutional Court‖ 
In the above datum, it belongs to the median of modality 
category because the author tells Prabowo's attitude towards the 
election results and he will file a lawsuit to the Constitutional 
Court. An attitude is very likely (prbably) to be included in the 
category of median value of modality. One feature of the median 
value of modality is the use of "it will" in the form of something 
planned. In the above datum, the author quotes the opinion will 
bring the presidential election dispute to the Constitutional 
Court. The author conveys information to the reader with the 
aim of political turmoil will end in the Constitutional Court. In 
the above datum, the Jakarta Post editorial author tells the 
attitude that Prabowo will take. 
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Prabowo Subianto, said he would file his challenge over the 
election result at the Constitutional Court 
c. Low 
There are 7 modalities that have a low value of modality. Of 
the 7 modalities divided into 4 types namely ―can‖, ―did not‖, 
―want to‖, ―does not‖, and ―could‖. The following clauses 
whichever the median value of modality: 
1) Datum 29 (Clause 45) 
We can rely on these pollsters to forecast the result correct 
The above clause is a low value of modality that because in 
its composition, the finite used is ―can‖. In addition, the position 
of ―can‖ is under ―certainly‖ as an indication of high and also 
―probably‖ as an indication of the median. Thus ―we can rely on 
these pollsters to forecast the result correct‖ is at the possibly 
level, it may be yes or it may be not. The author invites the 
reader to trust the survey results as a guide to winning the 
election. Thus, the author is actually rather compelled to the 
reader to trust the pollsters. It means, the author places the 
reader below the author. 
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we can rely on these pollsters to forecast the result correc 
2) Datum 30 (Clause 64) 
and in the final analysis we can expect the Constitutional 
Court to sign, seal 
This clause is a low value of modality. It is caused in its 
composition, the finite used is ―can‖. The position of ―can‖ is 
below certainly as an indication of high and also probably as a 
median indicator. ―we can expect the Constitutional Court to 
sign, seal‖ but the possibly depends on the agreement of the 
Constitutional Court, it may be different from what is 
expected. It is low value of modality because the author 
positions the reader higher. It is different if ―can‖ is replaced 
by ―must‖, then it will be included as high value or if ―can‖ is 
replaced by ―will‖, it will be included as median value. The 
author conveys information that Prabowo has really lost 
because of the 17 million vote distance. The author tries to 
convince the reader that Jokowi has won and Prabowo lost.  
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and in the final analysis we can expect the Constitutional 
Court to sign, seal 
3) Datum 31 (Clause 71) 
―Without a doubt, I want to continue to be friends Pak 
Prabowo and Pak Sandiaga Uno as well as with their 
supporters,‖ 
This clause is a low value of modality that is caused in its 
composition, the finite used is ―want to‖. In the modality 
analysis ―want to‖ is under determined as an indicator of high 
and keen as a median indicator. This datum is a low value of 
modality because the author tells Jokowi's desire to be friends 
with Prabowo and his supporters. That desire is not necessary 
or very likely, if Prabowo wants it. Something in the form of 
an offer that determines the interlocutor is included in the 
category of low value of modality. The author reveals that 
Jokowi wants to be friends with Prabowo and Sandi. The 
matter raised by the author is appropriate. The author wants to 
invite the reader to see the right attitude taked by Jokowi. 
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―Without a doubt, I want to continue to be friends Pak Prabowo and 
Pak Sandiaga Uno as well as with their supporters,‖ 
4) Datum 32 (Clause 96) 
How close pollsters‘ results can be to the KPU‘s final tally. 
The above clause is a low value of modality that is caused 
in its composition, the finite used is ―can‖. In addition, the 
position of ―can‖ is also below certainly as an indication of 
high and probably as a median indicator. In the above datum, 
―can‖ is a low value of modality because the Jakarta Post 
editorial author positions the reader higher. That is because the 
Jakarta Post editorial author had been discussing political 
issues related to the results of KPU calculations in the 2019 
presidential election. In the datum above, the author has an 
opinion that there is a link between the survey results and KPU 
results. Indirectly, the author tries to influence the reader to 
trust the results of the survey agency. 
 Below is how to see the position of the diagram contained 
in the ―can‖. 
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how close pollsters‘ results can be to the KPU‘s final tally. 
5) Datum 33 (Clause 108) 
Every one could exercise their voting rights. 
The above clause is a low value of modality, which is 
caused in its composition, the finite used is ―could‖. In the 
modality analysis ―could‖ be below certainly as an indication 
of high and probably as a median indicator. In the datum 
above, the use of ―could‖ is because the editorial author of The 
Jakarta Post did not dare to force to vote because it was part of 
privacy. If the editorial author of The Jakarta Post uses ―must‖ 
or ―will‖, then the author has entered the privacy room. 
Therefore, ―could‖ is the right word to give perspective on 
privacy. In the above datum, the editorial author of The Jakarta 
Post has the view that everyone has the right to vote. Editorial 
author tries to influence the reader to take part in the 2019 
election. Below is how to see the position of the diagram 
contained in ―could‖. 
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                          everyone could exercise their voting rights. 
6) Datum 34 (Clause) 
―The institute said such rights could only be curtailed 
temporarily under a state of emergency,‖  
In the datum above, the Jakarta post editorial author 
conveys information that does not fully know the information. 
Thus, The Jakarta Post editorial author uses adjunct "only" with 
the aim of weak information. Datum above is included as a low 
value of modality because The Jakarta Post editorial author only 
informs and releases information responsibility in the clause. In 
the above datum, the author gives the suggestion to the reader 
that internet connection restrictions do not need to be done. The 
author tries to invite the reader to voice furthermore internet 
connection restrictions are stopped. Below is how to see the 
position of the diagram contained in ―could‖. 
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The institute said such rights could only be curtailed temporarily 
under a state of emergency. 
  
 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
The last chapter in this research contains two sections. The first is conclusion 
which review and describe the complete results of the research including the 
answer for the research‘s problem statement. The second and the last is suggestion 
which presents recommended advice relatedto the results of this thesis. 
A. Conclusion 
Based on the data and analysis in chapter IV, there are a number of 
important conclusions about the interpersonal meaning of The Jakarta Post 
editorial author on the issue of people power. The interpersonal meaning 
refers to here is interpersonal meaning in the frame of modality in The Jakarta 
Post's editorial news discourse on people power issues. Interpersonal meaning 
of the author in the frame modality can be concluded as follows.  
First, the type of modality rises to interpersonal meaning which tends 
to modulation, namely a combination of obligation and inclination. The 
intended interpersonal meaning is where interpersonal relations (between 
editorial writer and editorial reader of The Jakarta Post) have the author's 
interest in conveying the news information. The relationship between the 
author and readers of The Jakarta Post on the issue of people power violates 
the freedom of the reader to test the reasoning of critical thinking. That is 
because in the submission of the Jakarta Post editorial author have an interest 
in the form of requests, orders, prohibitions, invitations, and insistence in 
which indirectly leads the reader to do so.  
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Second, the value of modality tends to bring up the median value of 
modality. The median shows how interpersonal relationships have an 
equivalent meaning. With the dominance of the median value of modality, the 
Jakarta post editorial writer on the issue of people power acts as an equal 
partner. Equality in providing political information such as the issue of people 
power is a noble attitude in a political situation. That‘s very interesting; it 
could be editorial of the Jakarta post pro on one side. However, The Jakarta 
Post in straightforward language saw the solutions that were raised by those 
who were pro-government, or those who were against the government. With a 
presentation like that especially the use of modalities that tend to be equal, the 
reporting of the issue of people power in the editorial of The Jakarta Post 
does not make noise. The equality has a democratic character; the reader can 
test the argument with the editorial author of The Jakarta Post on the issue of 
people power.  
B. SUGGESTION 
This research still has shortcomings, furthermore it is hoped that 
further researchers can develop it. It is not only in newspaper editorials, but it 
can be in direct speech either in speeches, seminars, or in remarks. The next 
research can develop another SFL theory from Halliday besides the modality. 
Other than that, further research can develop research using newspapers on 
the theory of transitivity, metafunction analysis related to interpersonal 
meaning in SFL. 
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Data Analysis Table of Mood System and Modality 
Code 
 
Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.001 Tension is 
understandably 
siCLering ahead of 
May 22,  
V       
CL.002  when the General 
Elections 
CoCLission (KPU) 
will announce the 
result of the April 17 
polls, 
V    V   
CL.003 but the government‘s 
response to the 
political dynamics is 
feared to aggravate 
animosity between 
supporters of the two 
rival presidential 
candidates. 
V       
CL.004 Furthermore, the 
government‘s 
penchant for 
restrictions will not 
only silence the 
opposition but also 
endanger the nascent 
democracy. 
V    V   
CL.005 On Monday, 
Coordinating 
Political, Legal and 
Security Affairs 
Minister Wiranto 
revealed the 
government‘s plan to 
V       
  
 
 
form a team that 
would monitor and 
evaluate ―words, acts 
and thoughts‖ of 
public figures.  
Code 
 
Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.006 While dismissing 
allegations that the 
government was 
emulating the New 
Order way of 
keeping the 
opposition in check, 
V       
CL.007 Wiranto said  V       
CL.008 the policy would 
ensure ―people could 
rest easy in the holy 
month of Ramadan‖. 
V    V   
CL.009 Most recently, 
Defense Minister 
RyamizardRyacudu 
said  
V       
CL.010 a plan by supporters 
of presidential 
candidate 
PrabowoSubianto to 
mobilize ―people 
power‖ to protest the 
KPU‘s failure to 
address their claims 
of massive election 
fraud could be 
considered treason. 
V       
CL.011 According to one of 
Prabowo‘s 
supporters, people 
power refers to 
demonstrations, 
V       
  
 
 
which is legitimate 
according to the law. 
CL.012 It‘s not difficult to 
read the minds of 
both Wiranto and 
Ryamizard,  
V       
Code 
 
Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.013 who have served in 
the military for 
decades under 
Soeharto‘s New 
Order regime. 
  V     
CL.014 (Wiranto was 
Soeharto‘s last 
armed forces 
coCLander and 
remained in the post 
during the transition 
period that followed 
the fall of the New 
Order regime in 
1998). 
V       
CL.015 The problem is they 
represent the 
government of 
President Joko 
―Jokowi‖ Widodo, 
V       
CL.016 who was 
democratically 
elected in 2014 and 
is on course for a 
second term after the 
democratic election 
last month. 
  V     
CL.017 Many, however, 
would agree to the 
security approach 
fix, 
V    V   
  
 
 
CL.018 Wiranto and 
Ryamizard have 
chosen as a quick 
V       
CL.019 especially because 
Prabowo and his 
supporters have 
persistently been 
claiming victory and 
crying foul of 
widespread cheating. 
V       
Code 
 
Data 
Mood Types Modality  
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.020 At the same time, 
they say they distrust 
the KPU over its 
alleged favoritism 
benefiting the 
incumbent. 
V       
CL.021 A security approach 
is indeed tempting. 
V       
CL.022 Back in the New 
Order era, such an 
approach was 
effective in helping 
spur economic 
growth without 
much trouble. 
V       
CL.023 But this nation paid 
a lot for the security-
for-prosperity 
model: the loss of 
freedoms. 
V       
CL.024 If the government 
thinks  
V       
CL.025 it has legitimacy to 
suppress the 
opposition, 
V       
  
 
 
CL.026 it will look for any 
reason to act against 
whoever dares to 
criticize it — similar 
to the New Order.  
V    V   
CL.027 To maintain public 
order, democracy 
prescribes 
enforcement of the 
law. 
 
 
 
V       
Code 
 
Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.028 There are prevailing 
laws and regulations 
that govern matters 
related to, 
V       
CL.029 for example, libel, 
fake news and 
incitement, and a 
number of people 
have stood trial or 
been convicted after 
a due process of law. 
V       
CL.030 Jokowi once called 
on the nation to 
consider elections a 
joyful, rather than 
frightening, moment. 
V       
CL.031 The elections have 
been held in a 
peaceful manner,  
V       
CL.032 so should the 
ensuing process  
V    V   
CL.033 that will climax 
when the KPU 
unveils the verdict. 
V    V   
  
 
 
CL.034 Refraining from 
unnecessary use of 
force is therefore the 
best policy to tackle 
the protests. 
V       
CL.035 In the end, it was the 
confirmation of 
V       
CL.036 what we had known 
all along. 
 
 
 
 
  
V       
Code 
 
Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.037 So it was hardly a 
surprise  
V        
CL.038 when the General 
Elections 
CoCLission (KPU) 
announced on 
Monday night  
V       
CL.039 that incumbent 
President Joko 
―Jokowi‖ Widodo 
hadwon a second 
term.  
V       
CL.040 Only hours after 
balloting on April 
17, a number of 
pollsters forecast 
with uncanny 
precision 
V       
CL.041 ThatJokowi would 
win the presidential 
election.  
V    V   
  
 
 
CL.042 Jakarta-based 
pollster the Centre 
for Strategic and 
International Studies 
for instance found in 
its quick count 
V       
CL.043 that Jokowi would 
get 55.62 percent of 
the vote, only 
slightly more than 
the KPU‘s official 
figure of 55.5 
percent. 
V    V   
CL.044 So next time there‘s 
an election 
 
 
 
V       
Code 
 
Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.045 we can rely on these 
pollsters to forecast 
the result correctly. 
V     V  
CL.046 The camp of 
Jokowi‘s challenger 
PrabowoSubianto, of 
course, did not want 
to trust the quick 
count results. 
V     V  
CL.047 If anything, 
Prabowo‘s camp 
refused to trust the 
vote count 
conducted by the 
KPU and in a widely 
expected move on 
Monday, 
V       
CL.048 it declined to certify 
the final tally 
produced by the 
V       
  
 
 
KPU. 
CL.049 And par for the 
course, on Tuesday 
the Prabowo camp 
announced 
V       
CL.050 that it would 
challenge the KPU‘s 
official result at the 
Constitutional Court 
after threatening for 
weeks 
V    V   
CL.051 that it would simply 
walk away from the 
vote count. 
V    V   
CL.052 and unleash a 
―people power‖ 
movement 
 
 
 
 
V       
Code 
 
Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.053 But with a margin of 
almost 17 million 
votes it will be an 
uphill battle for 
Prabowo to tip the 
balance in his favor  
V    V   
CL.054 and in the final 
analysis we can 
expect the 
Constitutional Court 
to sign, seal  
V     V  
CL.055 and deliver the 
election result for 
Jokowi. 
V       
CL.056 We should coCLend 
Prabowo for having 
the courage to 
V    V   
  
 
 
contest this election  
CL.057 even though the odds 
were stacked against 
him, 
V       
CL.058 as well as for his 
temerity in not 
giving up until the 
very end.  
V       
CL.059 His biggest 
contribution to our 
democracy was to 
play the role of loser 
three consecutive 
times (four if you 
count his defeat in 
the 2004 Golkar 
Party convention). 
V       
CL.060 He played the part 
well in making the 
presidential and 
legislative election 
alive and full of 
suspense. 
V       
Code 
 
Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.061 But elections, just 
like history in 
general, are 
interested only with 
winners.  
V       
CL.062 The focus now is on 
Jokowi 
V       
CL.063 and what he will do 
in his second term. 
V    V   
CL.064 And given the deep 
political division 
resulting from the 
last two election 
cycles,  
V       
  
 
 
CL.065 Jokowi‘s first task 
should be to mend 
ties with his political 
rivals before moving 
on with his signature 
policy programs 
V    V   
CL.066 that involve 
infrastructure 
projects and 
climbing the human 
development index. 
V       
CL.067 The damage from 
the election was so 
severe 
V       
CL.068 that before getting 
down to work, 
reconciliation should 
be Jokowi‘s first 
priority. 
 
 
 
 
 
V       
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CL.069 On Tuesday, shortly 
after delivering his 
victory speech in a 
poor neighborhood 
in Central Jakarta, 
Jokowi made a 
coCLendable 
gesture, pledging 
V       
CL.070 that he would meet 
Prabowo.  
V    V   
CL.071 ―Without a doubt, I 
want to continue to 
be friends Pak 
Prabowo and Pak 
V     V  
  
 
 
Sandiaga Uno as 
well as with their 
supporters,‖ 
CL.072 Jokowi said. V       
CL.073 It takes two to tango  V       
CL.074 AndPrabowo should 
respond in kind.  
V    V   
CL.075 As one legend put it 
wisely after losing 
his fight,  
V       
CL.076 ―even when in 
defeat, you have to 
do it right‖. 
V   V    
CL.077 It is with great relief 
 
 
 
 
 
  
V       
Code 
 
Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.078 that the 2019 
elections — 
described as the 
world‘s most 
complicated single-
day poll — are 
behind us. 
V       
CL.079 But we are only 
halfway through this 
democratic 
marathon,  
V    V   
  
 
 
CL.080 with the General 
Elections 
CoCLission (KPU) 
scheduled to 
announce the official 
vote-counting results 
on May 22. 
V       
CL.081 Several regions, such 
as South Nias in 
North Sumatra and 
Tolikara and Lanny 
Jaya in Papua, are 
still slated to vote on 
Saturday after 
experiencing 
logistical problems 
on election day. 
V       
CL.082 Millions of people, 
including 
vacationers, are 
keeping track of 
quick counts  
 
 
V       
Code 
 
Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.083 while ballots from 
across the country 
are delivered to 
election coCLittees 
at the district, 
regency and city 
levels for the 
official, manual 
V       
  
 
 
recapitulation under 
the watch of the 
KPU. 
CL.084 The coCLission‘s 
real-time count, as 
displayed on its 
official website, is 
naturally very slow. 
V       
CL.085 The turnout on 
Wednesday was 
estimated at an 
unprecedented 80 
percent of over 192 
million eligible 
voters, 
V       
CL.086 each of whom cast 
their ballots for the 
presidency, and 
national and local 
representative 
councils 
 
 
V    
 
 
   
Code 
 
Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.087 Therefore, a single 
polling station with, 
say, 200 voters, dealt 
with up to 1,000 
ballots that had to be 
V       
  
 
 
manually counted 
until the early hours 
of Thursday. 
CL.088 After witnessing the 
hard work and 
credibility of local 
polling station 
coCLittees, mostly 
comprising ordinary 
citizens, most people 
are able to accept the 
results — 
V       
CL.089 even if it means 
conceding that their 
preferred candidate 
lost. 
V       
CL.090 The political elite 
should emulate the 
sense of 
sportsmanship and 
trust  
V    V   
CL.091 we are seeing at the 
grass roots, 
 
V       
Code 
 
Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.092 where families, 
friends and 
coCLunities are 
trying to get along 
V       
  
 
 
after months of 
passionately 
expressing their 
support for their 
respective 
candidates. 
CL.094 Early quick-count 
results by pollsters 
and the KPU‘s 
ongoing tally have 
triggered joy among 
candidates and 
political parties who 
are in the lead. 
V       
CL.095 Indeed, past 
elections have 
revealed  
V       
CL.096 how close pollsters‘ 
results can be to the 
KPU‘s final tally. 
  V   V  
CL.097 There is nothing 
wrong with 
celebrating one‘s 
victory —  
 
V       
Code 
 
Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.098 as long as it does not 
spark conflicts 
between supporters 
V     V  
  
 
 
or, even worse, 
violence toward on-
duty election 
organizers. 
CL.099 For presidential and 
legislative 
candidates, now is 
the time to gather as 
much evidence as 
possible should they 
want to contest the 
results. 
V    V   
CL.100 This would be their 
most valuable 
contribution to let 
the rest of us  
V    V   
CL.101 move on as almost 
all election disputes 
V       
CL.102 have been solved 
peacefully by the 
Constitutional Court. 
V       
CL.103 Throwing around 
allegations of 
―partisan‖ election 
organizers and 
raising threats of 
using ―people 
power‖ dismiss the 
meticulous work of 
7.2 million election 
volunteers who have 
worked long hours 
for very little pay. 
 
V       
Code 
 
Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
  
 
 
CL.104 There have been 
reports of these 
―democracy 
martyrs‖  
V       
CL.105 — as they are being 
called — falling ill. 
V       
CL.106 Even worse, at least 
six have reportedly 
died of exhaustion. 
V       
CL.107 The peaceful 
election day was the 
result of voters‘ and 
polling staffs‘ 
collective effort to 
ensure 
V       
CL.108 everyone could 
exercise their voting 
rights. 
V     V  
CL.109 Let‘s ensure that 
every vote counts 
and remind 
candidates and 
political elites — 
including political 
party leaders — that 
 
  
 V      
 
 
Code 
 
Mood Types Modality Note 
  
 
 
Data Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.110 they must keep the 
peace. 
V   V    
CL.111 There are still so 
many issues needing 
urgent attention 
across the 
archipelago. 
V       
CL.112 Internet users have 
had difficulty 
seamlessly surfing 
the web since 
Wednesday, 
       
CL.113 when they found 
themselves dealing 
with slower speeds 
and access issues on 
various social media 
platforms 
       
CL.114 . ―To prevent false 
news from spreading 
to the wider public, 
we are temporarily 
limiting access to 
certain features on 
social media,‖ 
Coordinating 
Political, Legal and 
Security Affairs 
Minister Wiranto 
said. 
       
CL.115 In the afternoon, 
people were unable 
to upload and send 
images and videos. 
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CL.116 Communications and 
Information Minister 
Rudiantara said, 
       
CL.117 ―We know that the 
best way [to spread 
false news] is to post 
videos, memes and 
photos on Facebook, 
Instagram and 
Twitter. 
       
CL.118 These posts are 
screen-captured and 
go viral on 
messaging apps such 
as WhatsApp 
       
CL.119 So we will all 
experience a 
slowdown 
       
CL.120 if we try to 
download or upload 
videos and photos.‖ 
       
CL.121 The move was 
necessary 
       
CL.122 Rudiantara said,        
CL.123 because fake videos 
and photos triggered 
an ―emotional 
       
  
 
 
response‖. 
Code Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.124 In Southeast Asia‘s 
largest democracy, 
the general reaction 
was not immediate 
anger 
       
CL.125 it was minor 
grumblings 
       
CL.126 and even approval 
amid broad support 
for the security 
forces 
       
CL.127 that have dealt with 
protesters of the 
election result since 
late Monday. 
       
CL.128 Protests turned ugly 
in a few areas in 
Central Jakarta. 
       
CL.129 Authorities reported 
there were six dead 
       
CL.130 and the police are 
still investigating the 
causes of the deaths 
       
  
 
 
CL.131 On Thursday, barbed 
wire fencing was set 
up to block off major 
streets after violent 
protests on 
Wednesday night. 
       
Code Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.132 Appeals by leaders 
for nonviolence 
came too late even 
as the losing 
contender in the 
presidential race, 
       
CL.133 Prabowo Subianto, 
said he would file 
his challenge over 
the election result at 
the Constitutional 
Court. 
     V  
CL.134 The damages, losses 
and tension were far 
below that of the 
May 1998 riots 
       
CL.135 but anxiety remains 
nonetheless 
       
CL.136 This explains why 
protests against the 
social media 
restrictions have 
been limited to a few 
activist groups, 
including the 
Alliance of 
Independent 
Journalists and the 
       
  
 
 
Institute for Criminal 
Justice Reform. 
CL.137 Both raised 
reminders about the 
constitutional rights 
to freedom of 
information and 
freedom of 
expression 
       
Code Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L  
CL.138 The institute said 
such rights could 
only be curtailed 
temporarily under a 
state of emergency, 
    V   
CL.139 which the President 
must declare. 
    V   
CL.140 In the aftermath of 
terrorist attacks in 
the West and in Sri 
Lanka, governments 
have resorted to 
similar restrictions 
on social media, also 
with little resistance 
       
CL.141 Ahead of this week‘s 
riots, the latest viral 
hoax was that the 
police chased 
protesters into a 
       
  
 
 
mosque 
CL.142 which the police 
denied. 
       
CL.143 They also denied 
allegations 
       
CL.144 that the police were 
infiltrated by those 
from China. 
       
Code Data 
Mood Types Modality Note 
Dec  Imp  Int  H M L 
CL.145 The internet and 
social media have 
indeed become 
potent weapons for 
those intending to 
cause unrest 
       
CL.146 However, we also 
depend on such 
technology for basic 
communication and 
to seek information 
       
CL.147 while better ways 
must be sought to 
protect citizens 
without infringing 
on civil liberties. 
    V   
CL.148 In this fragile 
democracy, we 
remain on the alert 
       
  
 
 
not only against 
terrorists but also 
anyone else seeking 
power through 
violence. 
CL.149 While the past 
authoritarian regime 
sought to nip dissent 
in the bud, 
       
CL.150 so must citizens 
today watch out for 
the concessions they 
unwittingly give in 
return for their 
safety. 
    V   
Handling protest with care 
 Editorial Board 
The Jakarta Post 
Jakarta   /   Fri, May 10, 2019   /   09:15 am 
  
 
 
A sign on a footbridge, which reads ―The elections are over, let‘s bring back our 
brotherhood and nation‘s unity‖, is seen in Tanah Abang, Central Jakarta. (The 
Jakarta Post/DhoniSetiawan) 
2 
SHARES 
Tension is understandably simmering ahead of May 22, when the General 
Elections Commission (KPU) will announce the result of the April 17 polls, but 
the government‘s response to the political dynamics is feared to aggravate 
animosity between supporters of the two rival presidential candidates. 
Furthermore, the government‘s penchant for restrictions will not only silence the 
opposition but also endanger the nascent democracy. 
On Monday, Coordinating Political, Legal and Security Affairs Minister Wiranto 
revealed the government‘s plan to form a team that would monitor and evaluate 
―words, acts and thoughts‖ of public figures. While dismissing allegations that the 
government was emulating the New Order way of keeping the opposition in 
check, Wiranto said the policy would ensure ―people could rest easy in the holy 
month of Ramadan‖. 
Most recently, Defense Minister RyamizardRyacudu said a plan by supporters of 
presidential candidate PrabowoSubianto to mobilize ―people power‖ to protest the 
KPU‘s failure to address their claims of massive election fraud could be 
  
 
 
considered treason. According to one of Prabowo‘s supporters, people power 
refers to demonstrations, which is legitimate according to the law. 
It‘s not difficult to read the minds of both Wiranto and Ryamizard, who have 
served in the military for decades under Soeharto‘s New Order regime. (Wiranto 
was Soeharto‘s last armed forces commander and remained in the post during the 
transition period that followed the fall of the New Order regime in 1998). The 
problem is they represent the government of President Joko ―Jokowi‖ Widodo, 
who was democratically elected in 2014 and is on course for a second term after 
the democratic election last month. 
Many, however, would agree to the security approach Wiranto and Ryamizard 
have chosen as a quick fix, especially because Prabowo and his supporters have 
persistently been claiming victory and crying foul of widespread cheating. At the 
same time, they say they distrust the KPU over its alleged favoritism benefiting 
the incumbent. 
A security approach is indeed tempting. Back in the New Order era, such an 
approach was effective in helping spur economic growth without much trouble. 
But this nation paid a lot for the security-for-prosperity model: the loss of 
freedoms. 
If the government thinks it has legitimacy to suppress the opposition, it will look 
for any reason to act against whoever dares to criticize it — similar to the New 
Order. To maintain public order, democracy prescribes enforcement of the law. 
There are prevailing laws and regulations that govern matters related to, for 
example, libel, fake news and incitement, and a number of people have stood trial 
or been convicted after a due process of law. 
Jokowi once called on the nation to consider elections a joyful, rather than 
frightening, moment. The elections have been held in a peaceful manner, so 
should the ensuing process that will climax when the KPU unveils the verdict. 
Refraining from unnecessary use of force is therefore the best policy to tackle the 
protests. 
https://www.thejakartapost.com/academia/2019/05/10/handling-protest-with-
care.html 
  
 
 
It's a wrap 
 Editorial Board 
The Jakarta Post 
Jakarta   /   Wed, May 22, 2019   /   08:52 am 
Five 
more years: President-elect Joko ―Jokowi‖ Widodo is accompanied by running 
mate Ma‘ruf Amin as he delivers a victory speech to residents of JoharBaru in 
Central Jakarta on Tuesday. The General Elections Commission (KPU) declared 
late on Monday Jokowi and Ma‘ruf winners of the 2019 presidential election with 
55.5 percent of the vote, while challengers PrabowoSubianto and running mate 
Sandiaga Uno received 44.5 percent. (The Jakarta Post/SetoWardhana ) 
10 
SHARES 
  
 
 
In the end, it was the confirmation of what we had known all along. So it was 
hardly a surprise when the General Elections Commission (KPU) announced on 
Monday night that incumbent President Joko ―Jokowi‖ Widodo had won a second 
term. Only hours after balloting on April 17, a number of pollsters forecast with 
uncanny precision that Jokowi would win the presidential election. Jakarta-based 
pollster the Centre for Strategic and International Studies for instance found in its 
quick count that Jokowi would get 55.62 percent of the vote, only slightly more 
than the KPU‘s official figure of 55.5 percent. So next time there‘s an election we 
can rely on these pollsters to forecast the result correctly. 
The camp of Jokowi‘s challenger PrabowoSubianto, of course, did not want to 
trust the quick count results. If anything, Prabowo‘s camp refused to trust the vote 
count conducted by the KPU and in a widely expected move on Monday, it 
declined to certify the final tally produced by the KPU. And par for the course, on 
Tuesday the Prabowo camp announced that it would challenge the KPU‘s official 
result at the Constitutional Court after threatening for weeks that it would simply 
walk away from the vote count and unleash a ―people power‖ movement. 
But with a margin of almost 17 million votes it will be an uphill battle for 
Prabowo to tip the balance in his favor and in the final analysis we can expect the 
Constitutional Court to sign, seal and deliver the election result for Jokowi. 
We should commend Prabowo for having the courage to contest this election even 
though the odds were stacked against him, as well as for his temerity in not giving 
up until the very end. His biggest contribution to our democracy was to play the 
role of loser three consecutive times (four if you count his defeat in the 2004 
Golkar Party convention). He played the part well in making the presidential and 
legislative election alive and full of suspense. 
But elections, just like history in general, are interested only with winners. The 
focus now is on Jokowi and what he will do in his second term. And given the 
deep political division resulting from the last two election cycles, Jokowi‘s first 
task should be to mend ties with his political rivals before moving on with his 
signature policy programs that involve infrastructure projects and climbing the 
human development index. The damage from the election was so severe that 
before getting down to work, reconciliation should be Jokowi‘s first priority. 
On Tuesday, shortly after delivering his victory speech in a poor neighborhood in 
Central Jakarta, Jokowi made a commendable gesture, pledging that he would 
meet Prabowo. ―Without a doubt, I want to continue to be friends with Pak 
Prabowo and Pak Sandiaga Uno as well as with their supporters,‖ Jokowi said. 
  
 
 
It takes two to tango and Prabowo should respond in kind. As one legend put it  
https://www.thejakartapost.com/academia/2019/05/22/its-a-wrap.html 
Respect electoral process 
 Editorial Board 
The Jakarta Post 
Jakarta   /   Sat, April 20, 2019   /   07:49 am 
Voter
s show their finger after making the right to vote in one of the polling stations 
(TPS) in the Rasuna Apartment area, Setiabudi, Jakarta, April 17 2019. (JP/Jerry 
Adiguna) 
15 
SHARES 
It is with great relief that the 2019 elections — described as the world‘s most 
complicated single-day poll — are behind us. But we are only halfway through 
this democratic marathon, with the General Elections Commission (KPU) 
scheduled to announce the official vote-counting results on May 22. 
  
 
 
Several regions, such as South Nias in North Sumatra and Tolikara and Lanny 
Jaya in Papua, are still slated to vote on Saturday after experiencing logistical 
problems on election day. 
Millions of people, including vacationers, are keeping track of quick counts while 
ballots from across the country are delivered to election committees at the district, 
regency and city levels for the official, manual recapitulation under the watch of 
the KPU. 
The commission‘s real-time count, as displayed on its official website, is naturally 
very slow. The turnout on Wednesday was estimated at an unprecedented 80 
percent of over 192 million eligible voters, each of whom cast their ballots for the 
presidency, and national and local representative councils. Therefore, a single 
polling station with, say, 200 voters, dealt with up to 1,000 ballots that had to be 
manually counted until the early hours of Thursday. 
After witnessing the hard work and credibility of local polling station committees, 
mostly comprising ordinary citizens, most people are able to accept the results — 
even if it means conceding that their preferred candidate lost. 
The political elite should emulate the sense of sportsmanship and trust we are 
seeing at the grass roots, where families, friends and communities are trying to get 
along after months of passionately expressing their support for their respective 
candidates. 
Early quick-count results by pollsters and the KPU‘s ongoing tally have triggered 
joy among candidates and political parties who are in the lead. 
Indeed, past elections have revealed how close pollsters‘ results can be to the 
KPU‘s final tally. There is nothing wrong with celebrating one‘s victory — as 
long as it does not spark conflicts between supporters or, even worse, violence 
toward on-duty election organizers. 
For presidential and legislative candidates, now is the time to gather as much 
evidence as possible should they want to contest the results. This would be their 
most valuable contribution to let the rest of us move on as almost all election 
disputes have been solved peacefully by the Constitutional Court. 
  
 
 
Throwing around allegations of ―partisan‖ election organizers and raising threats 
of using ―people power‖ dismiss the meticulous work of 7.2 million election 
volunteers who have worked long hours for very little pay. There have been 
reports of these ―democracy martyrs‖ — as they are being called — falling ill. 
Even worse, at least six have reportedly died of exhaustion. 
The peaceful election day was the result of voters‘ and polling staffs‘ collective 
effort to ensure everyone could exercise their voting rights. 
Let‘s ensure that every vote counts and remind candidates and political elites — 
including political party leaders — that they must keep the peace. There are still 
so many issues needing urgent attention across the archipelago. 
https://www.thejakartapost.com/academia/2019/04/20/respect-electoral-
process.html 
Slow days for netizens 
 Editorial Board 
The Jakarta Post 
Jakarta   /   Fri, May 24, 2019   /   09:10 am 
  
 
 
Hear no evil: A woman passes a mural showing antihoax messages in 
RawaBuntu, South Tangerang, Banten, on April 1. (The Jakarta 
Post/DhoniSetiawan 
Internet users have had difficulty seamlessly surfing the web since Wednesday, 
when they found themselves dealing with slower speeds and access issues on 
various social media platforms. ―To prevent false news from spreading to the 
wider public, we are temporarily limiting access to certain features on social 
media,‖ Coordinating Political, Legal and Security Affairs Minister Wiranto said. 
In the afternoon, people were unable to upload and send images and videos. 
Communications and Information Minister Rudiantara said, ―We know that the 
best way [to spread false news] is to post videos, memes and photos on Facebook, 
Instagram and Twitter. These posts are screen-captured and go viral on messaging 
apps such as WhatsApp. So we will all experience a slowdown if we try to 
download or upload videos and photos.‖ 
The move was necessary, Rudiantara said, because fake videos and photos 
triggered an ―emotional response‖. 
  
 
 
In Southeast Asia‘s largest democracy, the general reaction was not immediate 
anger; it was minor grumblings, and even approval amid broad support for the 
security forces that have dealt with protesters of the election result since late 
Monday. 
Protests turned ugly in a few areas in Central Jakarta. Authorities reported there 
were six dead and the police are still investigating the causes of the deaths. On 
Thursday, barbed wire fencing was set up to block off major streets after violent 
protests on Wednesday night. Appeals by leaders for nonviolence came too late 
even as the losing contender in the presidential race, PrabowoSubianto, said he 
would file his challenge over the election result at the Constitutional Court. 
The damages, losses and tension were far below that of the May 1998 riots but 
anxiety remains nonetheless. This explains why protests against the social media 
restrictions have been limited to a few activist groups, including the Alliance of 
Independent Journalists and the Institute for Criminal Justice Reform. Both raised 
reminders about the constitutional rights to freedom of information and freedom 
of expression. The institute said such rights could only be curtailed temporarily 
under a state of emergency, which the President must declare. 
In the aftermath of terrorist attacks in the West and in Sri Lanka, governments 
have resorted to similar restrictions on social media, also with little resistance. 
Ahead of this week‘s riots, the latest viral hoax was that the police chased 
protesters into a mosque, which the police denied. They also denied allegations 
that the police were infiltrated by those from China.The internet and social media 
have indeed become potent weapons for those intending to cause unrest. However, 
we also depend on such technology for basic communication and to seek 
information; thus limited access to online platforms should be brief, while better 
ways must be sought to protect citizens without infringing on civil liberties.In 
this fragile democracy, we remain on the alert not only against terrorists but also 
anyone else seeking power through violence. While the past authoritarian regime 
sought to nip dissent in the bud, so must citizens today watch out for the 
concessions they unwittingly give in return for their safety. 
https://www.thejakartapost.com/academia/2019/05/24/slow-days-for-
netizens.html 
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English and Literature Journal (ELITE) Reviewer  L
inguistics 
Journal 
UIN Alauddin, Gowa, Sulawesi Selatan 
2018 Perpustakaan dan ArahKualitasHidup Masyarakat Wasis Competition  1
st
 Winner 
 
Writing Competition in DinasKearsipan dan 
Perpustakaan (Disarpus), Surakarta 
Bahasa Indonesia dan Xenomania Publication  E
ssay 
Writing-
Opinion 
Solopos, October 13
th
 2019 
National Language Sovereignty in Public Sphere Publication  P
resentation 
 S
eminar and 
Workshop 
 I
nvited 
Badan Pengembangan dan Pembinaan Bahasa, 
KemdikbudbekerjasamadenganFakultasIlmuBudaya, 
UniversitasSebelasMaret, August 7
th
-10
th
  2018. 
RefleksiKondisi Bahasa Ibu di Indonesia MelaluiAnalisisTeks 
Media 
Publication  R
esearch 
 S
cientific 
Journal 
JurnalPenelitian dan Kajian Keagamaan, 
Indonesian Ministry of Religious Affairs, Vol. 1, 
No. 41, June 2018 
Fiction Writing Training Invited Speaker  W
orkshop 
Muslim Smart Club, IAIN Surakarta 
2017 Leksema Reviewer  L
inguistics 
Journal 
IAIN Surakarta 
Strategi dan 
KeutuhanTeksBacaandalamMengoptimalkanKepedulianAnakTerh
adapLingkunganSosial 
Publication  R
esearch 
 S
cientific 
Journal 
JurnalPenelitian dan Kajian Keagamaan, 
Indonesian Ministry of Religious Affairs, Vol. 40, 
No. 1, June 2017 
Pengajaran Bahasa Indonesia BagiPenuturAsing: Sukses, Publication  S
imposium 
 P
Pengajaran BIPA 
  
 
 
Optimal, Dan SesuaiDenganKebutuhan rovided in 
Compiled 
Essays 
 
SimposiumInternasionalPengajaran BIPA 2017, 
Development Center of Language Strategy and 
Diplomacy, Indonesian Ministry of Education and 
Culture 
Menduniakan Bahasa Indonesia Publication  E
ssay 
Writing-
Opinion 
Solopos, October 28
th
 2017 
HakBerbahasa Publication  E
ssay 
Writing-
Opinion 
Solopos, December 18
th
 2017 
English Writing Training Invited Speaker  W
orkshop 
Muslim Smart Club, IAIN Surakarta 
Students‟ Consciousness On Learning Grammar In English 
Tutorial Class 
 
Publication  R
esearch 
 S
cientific 
Journal 
LeksemaJournal, Vol. 2, No. 2, 2017 
2016 Applying Active Listening Skill For Students‘ Listening 
Assessment By Systemic Functional Linguistics Approach 
Publication  R
esearch 
 S
eminar 
 P
rosiding 
Seminar Nasional Kajian Bahasa dan 
Pengajarannya, Universitas Muhammadiyah 
Surakarta, April 2016 
 
Motif Ketertarikan Pembaca: Aspek Internal Teks hingga 
Metakognisi 
Publication  R
esearch 
 S
cientific 
Journal 
JurnalPenelitian dan Kajian Keagamaan, 
Indonesian Ministry of Religious Affairs, Vol. 39, 
No.1, 2016 
 
The Contributions Of Literacy Skills To National Development Publication  R
esearch 
 S
cientific 
Journal 
Leksema Journal, Vol. 1, No. 2, 2016 
 
2015 Keluarga Masa Kini: Dua Anak Cukup? National Competition  2
nd
 Winner 
Kompasiana and the National Population and 
Family Planning Board 
  
 
 
Kedudukan Daerah Bersama Masyarakat dan Pengembangan 
Bahasanya  (Studi Kasus: Bahasa pada Ranah Publik di Kota 
Solo)”  pada Seminar Nasional “Kebijakan Bahasa Pascaorba: 
Sebuah Penguatan Identitas 
Publication  R
esearch 
 S
eminar 
 I
nvited 
 P
rosiding 
Seminar Nasional “Kebijakan Bahasa Pascaorba: 
Sebuah Penguatan Identitas?, Indonesian Center of 
Science (LIPI), Jakarta 
 
 
Social Relationship in Comic from Language Perspective  
(The Analysis of Interpersonal Meaning in Amazing Spiderman 
by Systemic Functional Linguistics Approach) 
 
Publication  R
esearch 
 S
cientific 
Journal 
Jurnal Sastra dan Bahasa, Vol 13, No. 1, 2015 
Pembelajaran dan Aplikasi Makna Interpersonal: Transaksional: 
Proposal by HK and FB Staff 
(Language understanding by housekeeping and food and beverage 
staff in encountering request by foreign guests) 
 
 
Publication  R
esearch 
 S
cientific 
Journal 
Journal of Linguistics Studies, Vol. 4, No.1, 2015 
 
 
 
